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THE X ROYAL HUSSARS GAZETTE
EDITORIAL
All readers of the Gazette will hear
with the greatest regret that the Regiment has recently lost three famous Old
Comrades, Lord Byng, Lord Napier and
Lord Bellew
There is no need here to recall the
record of the famous Field Marshal, for
any Tenth Hussar is familiar with each
step in the long and magnificent career
of their late Colonel . An obituary is
published elsewhere in this number.
Of the others, Lord Napier of Magdala
and Carington served in the Regiment
from 1872 to 1892 when he was given
command . He saw active service in the
campaign in Afghanistan in i878 and
after giving up command of the Regiment he rose to the rank of Brigadier.
He was eighty-six years of age when he
died.
Lord Bellew joined the Regiment in
1878 and also served in the Afghan war.
During the Regiment's tour in India he
had a distinguished career as a Pigsticker and in 1882 he won the Kadir
Cup . He also won the Ganges Cup in
1880 and 1882 . He became a Captain
in 1888, and, when the Regiment returned to England, he had a long series of
successes as a point-to-point rider . He
retired as a Major, but on the outbreak
of the South African war he joined the
Yeomanry and fought throughout the
campaign . When he died he was in his
seventy-eighth year.
*
On almost every page of this issue
there are bitter out-cries against the
weather, but Old Comrades must not
imagine that " our place in the sun" is
affecting our spirits.
They must remember that grousing is
a soldier's privilege and that the weather has always been a useful opening for
those who are a loss for a topic of conversation.
It is hot but, as will be seen from the
Squadron notes, we do not let it interfere with either our work or sport.
The football still holds its magic attraction for us and many hockey matches
have been played . A movement is already afoot to stage a big football come-
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back on our return home . Enthusiasm
is not lacking and we wish every success to those fortunate enough to make
the eventual team . No pains are being
spared to lay the foundations of a good
young team and with faith in their
coach, there should be nothing to stop
them repeating the successes of former
Regimental teams.
Swimming goes from strength to
strength and it is pleasent to be able to
record that our team again made a clean
sweep of the District Championships, a
fuller account of which will be found
elsewhere in this issue.
As regards the Officers, pigsticking
still continues and at Cawnpore, four
pig were killed during one day's hunting in July.
The young ponies were all played
right up to the end of June . Great
credit is due to those members of the
riding school staff who have devoted
their time and energy into giving these
ponies a good start in life.
The golf course, tennis courts, and
swimming baths are all well patronized
and severally do their share in keeping
us fit enough to combat the rigours of
the climate.
*
*
*
Our congratulations to :
Mr . A . D . R . Wingfield on his marriage.
The Hon'ble Arthur and Mrs . Grenfell
on the birth of their daughter, Margaret, at Ranikhet on 30th May.
Mr . M . F. Morley on obtaining a "Special " Certificate at the Army Signal
School, Poona.
Trooper George Bailey on saving a
comrade from drowning at Bombay.
A ./S . S . M . I . F . & . G . Frisby and Sgt.
Hodson on obtaining 1st Class certificates
at the Army School of Physical Training and Small Arms School respectively.
Sgt . Ruff and Trooper Burgess on
obtaining similar certificates at the
Army School of Cookery .
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OBITUARY
FIELD MARSHAL JULIAN HEDWORTH GEORGE,
VISCOUNT BYNG OF VIMY,
G . C . B ., G . C . M . G ., M . V . O ., D . C . L ., LL . D.

COLONEL, 10th ROYAL HUSSARS (P . W . 0.)

Died

L

11th

6th

Sept.

June,

.
Born 1{62

1935.

The news of Lord Byng's death was announced on the day on which the Regimental
Dinner was to be held.
He was buried without pomp or ceremony, as quietly as he had lived, in the small
village graveyard of Beaumont in Essex.
The Regiment sent a beautiful wreath and was represented by the Commanding
Officer, Colonel C W . M . Norrie, D .S .O ., M .C ., and Captain O . L . Boord, M C.
Our sympathy goes to Lady Byng.
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THE LATE LORD BYNG.
It is with deep regret that we announce the death of our Colonel, Field
Marshal the Viscount Byng of Vimy,
which occurred on June 6th at his home
at Thorpe Hall, Essex.
Julian Hedworth George Byng was
born in 1862 and came of an old military
family . At the age of 21 he was commissioned to the 10th Royal Hussars
who were, oddly enough, at that time
stationed in Lucknow . Three years
after joining he was made Adjutant of
the Regiment, a post which he held for
four years, at the end of which time he
was promoted Captain . As a subaltern
in the Regiment he had an early taste
of active service in the campaign
against the forces of Osman Digna and
fought at the actions of El Teb and
Tamai.
After relinquishing his Adjutancy, he
passed through the Staff College and
three years later was appointed
D . A . A G . at Aldershot.
On the outbreak of war in South
Africa he was sent out as Provost
Marshal and fought with Buller at the
Relief of Ladysmith ; he was then given
command of the South African Light
Horse.
There can be no doubt that the experiences gained during his early years
as a practical soldier did much to pave
the way for his subsequent successes in
warfare on a larger scale . From the
outset of the South African War he
proved himself a successful commander
in the field and he was continuously
employed as the commander of columns
throughout the campaign . He was
mentioned five times in despatches and
given the rank of Brevet Colonel and
also Command of the 10th Royal Hussars.
He commanded the Regiment for two
years and then passed on, as unfortunately all great soldiers must, to a
succession of staff appointments and
the charge of higher formations.
The outbreak of the Great War found
him Commanding the British Troops in
Egypt . He was sent from there to take
charge of the Third Cavalry Division
and in 1915 was appointed temporary
Lieutenant General in command of the
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Cavalry Corps . He was sent to the
Dardanelles in August of that year and
was among the first to realize the hopelessness of the situation and to advocate
a withdrawal.
After the successful evacuation of
the Peninsula he was sent to France to
command the Canadian Corps . He won
the affectionate regard of the Canadian
troops, who achieved some of the most
gallant feats of the campaign under
his command at Thiepval and Vimy
Ridge.
From Corps Commander he went still
further ahead to command the Third
Army in succession to General Allenby.
At a time when aspersions were being
freely cast upon the higher command
his task as Third Army Commander
must have presented tremendous difficulties, but the fortitude and devotion
to duty which characterized his whole
career, stood him in good stead . The
heroic resistance offered by his Army
to the great German offensives round
Arras gained him fresh laurels and
when the time came to attack, it was
the Third Army thrust on Cambrai
which led the massed advance on the
Hindenburg Line . At the end of the
Great War he was raised to the Peerage
and created G .C .M .C.
He was appointed Governor-General
of Canada in 1921 . There by his charming personality and readiness to mix
with all and sundry, he won the confidence of the Canadian people . No
Governor-General ever did so much to
bring all classes into close personal
contact with those high in office as did
Lord Byng . The keen anxiety with
which his severe illness in 1929 was
followed by the Dominion testified to
the warm affection felt for him by all
classes
In his last public appointment as
Commissioner of the Metropolitan Police, although meeting with some opposition on the advent of the Labour
Government, he carried out extensive
reforms which laid the foundations of
the modern police system . He eventually won the gratitude and confidence of the Government which had
at first questioned his appointment.
He was advanced to a Viscounty in

1928 and promoted Field Marshal in
1932.
It was a matter of great pride to him
to hold the position of Colonel of the
10th Royal Hussars, and to the day of
his death he took the greatest personal
interest in his old regiment.
At all Old Comrades gatherings his
great sympathy in our doings made
everyone present feel that in their
Colonel they had a great personal
friend . His work for the welfare of
ex-Tenth Hussars will be sadly missed.
The Empire mourns his death sincerely as a great man and public figure:
we, of his Regiment, feel a still deeper
loss for a great Tenth Hussar and intimate friend.
REGIMENTAL ORDERS.

" Under instructions from His Excellency the Commander in Chief, the
daily pay will henceforth not be issued
to the men until after their dinner
hour ."
*
*
What happened in the days before
"5 rounds blank per rifle" became a
routine order for schemes, etc? This is
what appeared at Aldershot on 24th
May, 1859.
"In future on all occasions when after
Feld Drill there happen to be any
skirmishers who have not discharged
their Carbines they will fall out in an
orderly manner under the charge of a
Serrefile or Marker of the Squadron to
which they belong, on the other side of
the Farnham Road and having discharged them will rejoin their Squadron but
never by any chance bring a loaded
Carbine in Barracks nor discharge them
about the Quarters ."
•
•
•

In official language, the following
regimental orders are "republished for
information"— but not for necessary ac tion!
They are culled from an old PermaWas the Indian dhobi satisfactory 'n
nent Order Book kept in the Orderly
1873?
The following order, dated at
Room and it is hoped that they will
Muttra on the 8th July of that year,
afford interest to all Tenth Hussars,
both Old and Present, beside giving an will not leave you in doubt.
"Men are to wash their flannels theminsight to the life of the Regiment in
selves and not to send them to the Dhodays gone by.
Here is one published at Dundalk on bies as no flannel will stand the mode
of washing in this country ."
3rd March 1835, a hundred years ago :
.
*
*
"During a March, when the Order is
given to `Take up Bridoon Reins' it is
There used to be a lot of talk about
to be understood as March easy, that "Buck at the water trough" and "Panis, the horses are to be eased in every thers in the pantry" but the only referway as much as possible . and their ence to animals that could be found
Mouths not to be leant on, the Covering (other than dogs, who have several orand distances need not be kept so cor- ders to themselves) was this :
rect as what they otherwise would be,
On the Word `Attention' the bit "Muttra, 25th July, 1873.
reins will be immediately resumed, the
Men are not to go on the roofs of
intervals and covering taken up corbungalows in pursuit of Vermin, Monrectly, no talking allowed, but every keys, &c—and no guns are to be fired
man to sit square, with his head steady within the Lines— any man disobeying
to the front, ready to attend to any or- the above order is to be confined ."
•
der that may be given.
*
*
The Officers will likewise be in their
Loose-wallahs there were, hence this
proper places iii the Squadrons ."
order dated 2nd October, 1875, also at
*
*
*
Muttra :
S . Q . M . S's no doubt found this one a
"As the time is approaching for the
little trying :— (Kirkee, 8th March 1853 .) discharge of the Punkah Coolies the
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Non-Commissioned Officers and Men
of the Regiment are cautioned to look
particularly after their Arms, Kit, Bedding, &c ."
Very " good" dogs were not tolerated.
A rather unusual order dated 30th April,
1877 : —
"Any dog found in the Church, during
Divine Service, will be liable to be destroyed ."
*
*
The presenting of a ferocious aspect
to the enemy was made more difficult
after the following order was published
at Rawul Pindi on 18th June, 1879.
"Beards will be discontinued and
every non-commissioned officer and man
to shave to leave Mustache only ."
The married men of the Regiment
must have cheered when they saw this
paragraph in orders at Lucknow on
18th March, 1883 :
"In future married men will not
attend the service on Sundays, but will
attend the voluntary service with their
families in the evening "
Did paterfamilias enjoy a " lay-in" or
was this privilege accorded so that he
could be made available to dig the garden or scrub the home?
Nowadays, one often hears complaints
about the water supply . Read what
happened in the 19th century, when the
water level in the wells fell below requirements, and be thankful that you
live in a more advanced age.
"Lucknow, 28th April, 1883.
From this date and until further orders the horses will be watered at the
river near the Railway Bridge morning
and evening . The same arrangements
to be made as in previous years . "
When a pair of pantaloons must have
worn out twice as fast as they do today :-
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" Lucknow, 10th January, 1884.
Rising in Stirrups is only allowed
when specially ordered viz ., when
" March at Ease" has sounded and for
riding across country . At all other
times the prescribed Military seat is to
be strictly adhered to ."

"TWO MINUTE THRILLER"
He slunk furtively past the lighted
doorway and cowered against the wall
as two figures strode past him in the
dark . His thoughts were a turmoil of
emotions . Supposing he were caught
or someone saw him . Supposing someone came in while he was actually there!
There was no doubt as to what would
happen ; he would be a social outcast,
a pariah cut off from his kind . He could
imagine the looks of scorn and contempt
levelled at him wherever he went and
the derisive laughter of his friends.
He could imagine the whispers enlightening those whose ears were wide open
for the latest scandal . He shook himself
fiercely, after all why should he be
caught? He was letting his imagination
run away with him and if he didn't get
a grip on himself he would lose his
nerve altogether . His fingers tightened
convulsively on that which lay in his
right hand pocket and he crept on . The
metallic touch against his right hand
comforted him as he drew nearer to his
destination . Ha! there it was . He
looked quickly up . and outlined against
the sky he saw a black signboard the
white letters on it standing out boldly
in the fitful moonlight . He took a deep
breath and in one movement was over
the threshold . The man who was sitting
inside started to his feet and stared at
him . The Farrier dragged the two
annas from his pocket and placed it on
the table.
"A bottle of milk, please ."
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NOTES FROM HOME.
The 21st Annual Dinner of the Old
Comrades' Association was held at the
first Avenue Hotel on 4th June . The
following attended : H. R . H . The Duke of Gloucester, Lt.
Gen . Sir Charles Kavanagh, Lt . Col.
C . W . M . Norrie, Lt . Col . C . W . H.
Crichton, Colonel F . H . D . C Whitmore,
Lt . Col . A . W Waite, Capt . The Earl of
Airlie, Major G . E . Gosling, Major A . S.
Turnham, Capt . 0 L Boord, Mr . A . D.
R . Wingfield, Captain J . S . M . Wardell,
Captain Sir Basil Brooke, Major R Pillinger, Mr . A . E . Lowther, Major C K.
Davy, Major C . H . Gairdner, Mr . J . P.
Archer-Shee, Mr . R . A . Archer-Shee,
The Hon . J Pepys, Mr . N . D . Charrington, Mr . D . R . B . Kaye, Captain H . C.
Brocklehurst, Messrs H . J . Adams, A . C.
Alloway, A . J . Alcroft, F . Bower, W . H.
Blackwell, D . T . Bristow, C . Brickall,
F W . Button, A . E . Bedford, F . Bracken,
W . H . Beverton, R . Breadmore, J . W.
Chappell, R . Cattanach, H . Collinson,
F. J. Cotter, W . Cole, R . Dobin, E . F.
Doyle, W . Dennant, C . B . Daniels, T . R.
Doller, L . H . Dunk, J . Dicks, A . Dunk,
H . Ellis, A . H . Evans, C . Foster, A . C.
Fox, R . Fermor, G . Finn, J . Fox, J . G.
Gould, J . Gater, E . A . Glenister, W . Gilbert, L . Haigh, F . Hayes, J . H . Herrod,
T . Hannay, H . Hawes, C . J . Hall, H . [leasman, R . Hod gson, F . R . Hall, A . Humphrey, A . A . Hicks, R . Hughes, T . M.
Jukes, H . J . Jackson, R, Lock, W . Lawrence, R . A . Lloyd, G . Tuck, W . T. Lawley, A . Meader, W . Muir, W . G. McNeill,
R . L . Miller, W . Morris, J . Meilton, E.
McDonald, E . N . Parker, W . T Prattley,
J . Perley A . Rusbridge, W . Rainbow,
J . E . Roustoby, F . C Read, C . Snelling,
R . G . Sproule, F . W . Stevens, E . T.
Shepherd, W . Standen, A . Standing,
W . J . Simpson, J . Slinn, W . Stockall,
A . B . Tomsett, H . Turner, A . Taylor,
G. W . Turner, T . Tuffs, G . W . Vipond,
J . E . Wallace, P . Wilson, A . Whale, A . J.
Ward, W . Newing, T . Moon, H . Dolman,
A . J . Jarman, G . Kellerway, W . Neighbour, J . Slattery, J . Cobbold, W . Woffinden, G . E . Wink, F . West, B . P . Holmes,
W . A . Samson, A . Dennis, C . G . Wells,
J . Sharples, G . A . Francis, G . Bryan,
J . Caper, T . Hunt, A . Sage, F . Bentley,

C . J . Fletcher, E . Smith, A . Penn, H . B.
Best, W . J . Palmer, M . Roberts, S . Gibson, A . Richards, M . Johnson, A . J.
Brooks, R . Brooks, J . Forty, C . Gifford,
J . Williamson, H . Barlow, J . Underdown, M . Dillon, E . W . Fitch, R . Howes,
J . Dearden, T . Loader, T . M . Loader,
J . Haynes, J. Ellis, W. Calver, D . Lawson, E . Mogford, R . Bell, J . Reeve, R.
Savage, A . Harrington, K G . Swadling,
R . Sullivan, A . C . Bentley, H . Gibbons,
G . Goatcher, G . Scarisbrick, N . Geering,
A . J . Salter, J . Engal, H . E . Kelley,
A . Hunt, A . A . Bligh, J . Herron, T.
Richardson, R. Harrison, A . R . Knight,
T . Green, W . Reason, W . E . Kent, C.
Gladwell, J . Hill, C . Parrott, E . Dean,
F . Cooper, W. C . Broad, J . R . Mathison,
C . P . Maher, G . Playcock, W . H . Rainbow, J . W . Underwood, G . Hawkins, F.
Nash, J . Walsh, R . Barnett, A . O'Connel, W . Blackman, J . Howell, J . Huddart,
J . Manser, A . Gerrard, H . Fox, H . J.
Hartley, F . Haynes, L . Green, A . H.
Dunk, A . G . Stone, P . Cottingham, H.
Ford ,E . W . Davies, H . J . Middleton, F.
Walker, F . Kappler.
Being in the East End of London the
other day, I called at the Lightship Inn
and interviewed the Manager, Benjy
Turner . He is quite happy and I think
settled down to his job . Mrs . Turner
was out so I did not see her.
Alfred Standing has gone back to his
house at Hounslow, and is still continuing his studies in preparation for civil
life . I have heard today that he has obtained a job, so we must wish him the
*
best of luck . •
•
We congratulate Colonel F . H . D . C.
Whitmore on his award of the C . M . G.
in the Birthday honours.
Micky Rusbridge is settled in with the
City Magnates and appears to be quite
*
h app y . •
*
When His Majesty drove through
North London, we were allowed 13
tickets to line the route in Hyde Park,
in common with other O . C . A's . We
paraded at Wellington Barracks and
marched to Hyde Park . All along the
route school children were given places.
They cheered us as we marched by until we came to a small group of boys
who sang "Old Soldiers never die", which
rather put us out of step!
K. G . S.
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THE OLD COMRADES' DINNER, 1935

The Old Comrades' Dinner was held
on the night before Derby Day at the
First Avenue Restaurant, High Holborn.
The photographs reproduced in this
number give an idea of what a large
and happy gathering it was . His Royal
Highness the Duke of Gloucester, looking splendidly fit and well after his
long tour, was there but there were
several notable absentees, chief of which
was our Colonel, Lord Byng, who was
unable to attend on account of ill health.
Little did that happy and cheerful company realize how ill the Field Marshal
was ; and it was a great shock when we
heard two days later that he had died.
In the absence of our Colonel, General
Sir Charles Kavanagh took the chair,
and there were in all twenty-six past
and present officers on either side of
him.
It was a delightful evening and as
will be seen from the speeches reported
below, we have no lack of orators.
Mrs . Mackenzie, looking as charming
as ever, received a tremendous ovation
when she opened proceedings with her
report .
Secretary's Report
YOUR ROYAL HIGHNESS, SIR CHARLES
KAVANAGH, GENTLEMEN :
I think I must begin by thanking Sir
Charles Kavanagh for so kindly taking
the Chair for us to-night . I know it is
a disappointment to him and to us all not
to have our beloved Field Marshal with
us . The doctors would not hear of his
coming, you know how ill he was in the
winter and he must not risk catching
cold again . He says he hopes to do better next year . You may be sure he is
thinking of us and you will like me to
send him your good wishes and hopes
for a real recovery.
I sent a telegram to H . M . the King
with congratulations on his Jubilee and
our hopes that there are many happy
and peaceful years before him . You
have heard his kind reply . Some of you
were able to take part in the parades, a
few tickets were allotted to each Regi-

ment . Some of our older comrades had
places near Buckingham Palace on May
6th and others helped to line the streets
on May 11th . Lord Jellicoe has sent
the following message to the latter:
" I am commanded by the King to
express to you, as Commander of yesterday's Parade in Hyde Park of Ex-Service and Youth Organizations, His
Majesty's entire satisfaction with the
arrangements, and to ask you to intimate to all on Parade the pleasure
which it afforded both His Majesty and
Her Majesty the Queen to have the
opportunity of seeing, during the Silver
Jubilee Week, so large and representative a gathering, both of ex-Service men
and women and of the younger generation . Their Majesties were much struck
with the steadiness and bearing of all
ranks, and carried away a very pleasant
memory of the enthusiastic welcome
they received "
You have had to listen to my report
for so many years and I feel you must
be rather tired of hearing the same old
things, which you have heard before, so
I thought this time I would give you a
little more news of our Comrades who
for many reasons cannot be here tonight . Before I do that there is a sad
list which I must read to you, the names
of those who will never come again to
meet their old friends . I know that the
name of Major Watkin Williams will be
a shock to many of you . he was such a
kind and loyal friend to all Old Tenth.
We miss him at these dinners when he
could always be depended on to help to
make them a success . Lord Napier of
Magdala was not so well known to you
perhaps, but he never forgot you, subscribed to our funds and was always
ready to take an interest in any old
Tenth in his neighbourhood.
Another vacant place is that of our
dear friend, Mr Miller a member of my
Committee from the first of these dinners and a most true friend, one always
knew that he would be in his place
whatever happened, ready to do any
job, always to be depended on, his place
will be hard to fill . Then we have lost
Sgt . Brown from Westminster, SM .
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Parker from Kingston, Hobden from
Brighton (he won the life saving medal
in India some years ago 1 , C. Davey
from Bow, E Sporle from Clapton, Sgt.
Smith from Wimbledon, Bransby from
Doncaster and old Candy in the Royal
Hospital . Wreaths were sent from you
to the families and when possible some
Old Comrade attended the funeral to
represent you.
Before I go on to more cheerful subjects I should like to tell you that we
laid a wreath on November 11th last
year on the Field of Remembrance and
had a very good attendance in spite of
pouring rain, we hope to do the same
about the same date this year and I will
send a notice if possible to some of the
many hundreds of Old Comrades in London.
And now I want to give you some
news of some of your Old Comrades:
This is the British Isles calling the Xth
Hussars : All good wishes from SM.
Green from Norwich, Ault from Warwick, Denham from London, Kirkman,
Perkis and Brandon from York, Hogarth
from Gateshead, Doig from Dundee,
with a special message to Major Gosling, Felsham from Tunbridge Wells,
Johnson from Hastings, Clifton from
Scarborough, Anthony from Camberwell, Haylock from Royston, Brisley
from Margate, Deacon from Reading (he was on guard at the Jubilee
in 1887) Newitt from Sherborn, J . New
and Eckett from the Harrow Road and
St . Pancras Hospitals and Quinn from
Aldershot with his usal blessings to you
all . So many of these kind friends
enclose the price of their tickets for the
benefit of some Old Comrade Major
Littlewood and Sir Mathew Wilson also
send you their good wishes.
This is Germany calling, Captain
Gordon Canning regrets he cannot be
with us but is detained in Berlin.
Major Barclay and Bandsman Lewis
calling from S . Africa, good luck . This
is New Zealand calling : Captain Sprigg
speaking : I am an old X .R .H ., my name
is George Sprigg, I was in B . Squadron
and was also Regimental Signaller,
rejoined the colours in 1914 and was
selected Brigade Signaller to General
Kavanagh . I am proud to say I had a
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personal interview with H . R . H . the
Duke of Gloucester, I was sent for to
Government House, Auckland, to see
him and had quite a long talk about the
Regiment . I want to tell you this at the
dinner, I wish I could be with you myself . As the years roll by and one is
so many thousand miles away, one is
apt to forget things but being in the
presence of an officer of my Old Regiment, has revived many happy memories
and some sad ones, when I thought of
the fine officers and men who gave their
lives in the war . Kindest regards to
you all, I wish the reunion every success and the best of luck to you.
This is the United States of America
calling : Stead speaking : Heartiest and
best wishes to all at the 21st Annual
Gathering, I wish I could be with you.
Fred Eccles speaking from Detroit:
Although 3000 miles away our thoughts
will be with you on June 4th . 1 hope
you will have a most enjoyable evening
and will live to have many more annual
gatherings . Mr . Eccles sends me a
great deal of news . He describes a
gathering at Montreal of 85,000 ex-Service men from Canada and the U .S .A.
which was reviewed by Lord Allenby,
where he met two old comrades whom
he had not seen for 30 years.
Fred Eccles and Stead both send me
a dollar bill for our funds . This is
Canada calling : Greetings from DeRose,
Robertson, Weir, Scott, Page, Watson
and Anthony . Robertson and Scott are
still suffering from wounds received in
the last war.
I know you will like me to give our
congratulations to Colonel Whitmore on
becoming a C . B . and to Mr . Bower and
Mr . Honess on receiving the Meritorious Service Medal.
There are some April copies of the
Gazette here if any one would like to
buy one, also copies of the September
number of last year with the photograph
of the last dinner . S . M . Willis suggests
that he would like news from Old Comrades in various centres, if any one feels
inclined to do this, I am sure it would
be of interest . I see in the April Gazette
some one asks about J . Callaghan, I
know that he died some years ago, I
think of injuries received in the war,
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perhaps some one can tell the enquirer
more details . May I take this opportunity of welcoming Colonel Norrie and
Major Turnham to the ranks of the Old
Comrades, the Regiment's loss is our
gain . I should like to thank all the
Officers present for their kind support
of these dinners, I hope they realize how
much we appreciate their presence and
how far it goes in making these dinners
a success.
The Regimental Association has a
very good record this year, we have
had 192 applications for employment
this year, 135 of these have been placed,
by the Association, 21 have found work
for themselves, 36 were unemployed at
the end of April . We had a large draft
from the Regiment during the Spring
which accounts for the rather large
number of unemployed when our returns were made up, many of these are
now employed and Mr . Smeed hopes to
get them all off before long. I know I
can give him your thanks and congratulations, his work is quite invaluable.
Captain Wardell proposing the
Health of the Regiment
It is a very great privilege for me tonight to be allowed to propose the
health of the Regiment on behalf of the
old gentlemen . Now, I myself have
been one of them for almost exactly ten
years . We are a great assortment,
spread all over the world, all sizes and
shapes, some of us broad bottomed,
some men of property, some rolling
with money, and some of us rolling
stones. The people who roll with money
so often complain about it ; they say
"damn, the thing's a curse, I wish I
had ' nt got any, " and the people who
haven't got it say, "I think you are
right, money is a curse ."
Here we are spread out all over the
world, as you have been hearing from
Mrs . Mackenzie, but there is one thing
that is common to all of us, and that is
when anybody says to any one of us,
"what regiment were you in?" and we
answer, "the 10th Hussars," we all of
us feel an extraordinary sense of
superiority . We try not to show that

we are really saying the best, but that
is what it is . It is rather like asking
the fellow who comes from school,
"Well, how did you do at school?" and
he says, "I was at the top . We say
" good, how did you do at cricket?" "I
was in the eleven ." "How did you
do at football?" "I was in the eleven ."
"What's your golf handicap?" "Plus
two ." One has that sense of superiority, and with it we know that people in
these days have but short memories,
and they haven't the sense of tradition
maybe they had in the past . They
don't remember perhaps that in the
sixties Colonel Blackjack commanded
the Regiment and that in the early
twenties there was a fine machine gun
officer called Wardell . There it is, the
thing has to go on, and we, the old
gentlemen all feel that it is part of us,
our pride . Of course we are rather
nosy parkers, and we are watching
very carefully what the Regiment is
doing to-day . It is a very great gratification and satisfaction to all of us to
know that the Regiment is probably
the top dog of its whole tradition, and
that it is why it is such a very proud
privilege that I have to-night to give you
the toast of the serving Regiment coupled
with the name of Colonel Norrie . But,
before I do that I have just to say that
I haven't had this honour conferred on
me before, so I took a look at that
splendid magazine of yours to see how
long I should be able to detain you, and
there I found our old friend Sir Matthew
Wilson giving this toast . I looked
down his speech and to my surprise I
found that instead of a series of splendid
rolling dignified periods that one would
associate with the name of Sir Matthew,
I found something quite different . I
found a series of indelicate stories more
fitting to the old pages of "the Pinkun,"
but I supposed that Sir Matthew
is an absent-minded man . I remember that when I joined the Regiment
they said that he was one of those early
representations of the hard boiled, big
bustling business men who rushed into
their offices and signed things without
looking at them, and they said, "We
will make him sign something that we
won't forget" so they wrote out the
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sentence for death . He came in and
signed it and they had it framed.
I would like to tell you a very short
story that I heard only about two
nights ago which affects your case . It
refers to Lord Byng, whom we are
sorry not to see with us to-night . There
is a story in the history books, and we
are historians and so we know it quite
well . In the middle of the 18th century
there was an Admiral Byng who co
mmanded the naval forces of the time.
He was pursued, harried and worried
by the politicians, and he had to take
his marines off his ships—they were the
chaps who did the fighting and the sailors
hoisted the flag . By order of the politicans he had to move some Regiment
from one place to another and with this
Regiment on board, he bumped into the
French fleet, and he had to decide
whether to go in and scupper the fleet
or whether or not to take this risk and
very wisely, having considered that
even when the politicians had taken
away his commission, the British Fleet
was of extreme value to Britain on top
of the sea and not much use underneath
it, he decided to retreat . There was a
dispute as to whether he was a national
hero comparable to Lord Kitchener.
These politicians argued and wrangled
for ten years, and at the end of ten
years those who were rather critical of
the Admiral won the day, and so what
did they do? They shot the Admiral.
As I was dining a couple of nights
ago with Mr . Walter Elliott that very
much criticised and splendid Minister
of Agriculture he told me that it was
rather remarkable to see Baldwin
sitting in an arm chair with Lloyd
George on one side of him and Winston
Churchill on the other . There they
were, the three of them talking about
armaments and preparations for war
just the same as twenty years ago;
wars come and wars go and still those
three sit down there smoking and telling
stories of the war, and one of them told
a story of the French . They had a
splendid story of a Colonel who started
to attack and he was killed, the Captains
were killed, the Lieutenants were killed
and finally a junior Subaltern acted
command and he was killed, and as he
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died, he said, "I die but the Regiment
survives ." Then Lloyd George said "the
story I like the best of the war, and which
I think absolutely typifies England and
our national spirit is a story of Lord
Byng . Lord Byng was commanding
the third army and was having a very
difficult passage . General Rawlinson
on the telephone said "You aren't
going to stay where you are, are you,
aren't you going to fall back? Lord
Byng replied "No, I had an ancestor
who was shot for cowardice, I am
staying where I am ." We know that
all politicans write articles and books
and it will be in one of them before we
have finished.
The old traditions are fine and it is a
very great happiness to know that they
are in safe keeping. Now in giving you
the toast of the Regiment we shall look
forward to giving you details.
I give you the toast of the serving
Regiment coupled with the name of
Colonel Norrie.
Lt . Colonel C . W . M . Norrie replied
as follows :
Your Royal Highness, Sir Charles
Kavanagh, Mrs . Mackenzie, and Old
Comrades.
There is no finer toast than that of
the Regiment, and it is a great honour
to find oneself once more in the position
of having to respond, although I don't
particularly like having to speak into
this shaving glass, (microphone) (laughter).
Thank you Captain Wardell, for
proposing our toast, and thank you,
Old Comrades, for the way you always
receive it.
Before giving you a resume of our
doings during the last twelve months
may I again say how extremely sorry
we all are that ill health has prevented our Colonel being present to-night.
(Hear, Hear).
It was a great disappointment to the
Regiment that Lord Byng was not able
to visit us in Lucknow last winter, he
had every intention of doing so, but
on medical advice went to California
instead.
In 1883, Julian Byng - as he then
was—joined the 10th Hussars as a 2nd
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Lieutenant in Lucknow, and it would
have been a wonderful record to have
revisited his Regiment and station 52
years later, as Colonel of the Regiment
and a Field Marshal.
I speak on behalf of every officer and
other rank in wishing Lord Byng a
speedy and complete recovery, (applause).
There is one other 10th Hussar in this
room tonight of whom we are all intensely proud . I refer to his Royal
Highness the Duke of Gloucester.
(Applause) . His one desire was to serve
with the Regiment in India, and through
no fault of his own he was not permitted to do so.
As you know, His Majesty deputed
the Duke of Gloucester last December
to visit Ceylon, Australia, Newzealand,
Fiji, Samoa, Jamaica and, I thought,
Honolulu, but I was wrong, (laughter).
Everybody knows what a great
success this tour was, and what farreaching effects it has had on the whole
Empire.
From independent sources I hear that
this success was entirely due to the
Duke's personality, and to the wonderful appeal he made to the many people
he visited.
His Royal Highness possesses that
rare gift of having a common outlook—
I don't mean a vulgar outlook—(laughter) but of being able to meet people
with sympathy and complete understanding on their own ground.
Moreover the fact of being a soldier
by profession, and above all things a
horseman, (applause) made a particular
appeal to the people of Australia, to
whom a horse means even more than
it does to us . I can perhaps best illustrate this point by the following story:
The Duke was out riding in Victoria,
when he overtook a farmer, with whom
he entered into conversation on various
agricultural topics.
When they were about to part, the
Farmer said "Aren't you the Duke?"
When Prince Henry admitted the fact,
the farmer said "Yes, that's right . I
thought I recognised your horse from
its photograph in the papers " (laughter).
We are now allied to the 10th Light

Horse (Australia)—a Regiment with a
wonderful record in Palestine.
We published a detailed account of this
Regiment in one of our more recent
Regimental Gazettes and I hope, and
feel certain, that our alliance will be
a very real one.
During his tour, the Duke of Gloucester
met the following old Comrades, all of
whom I know would wish to be remembered to you tonight : —
George Spriggs—already referred to
by Mrs . MacKenzie.
V. J . Pointing.
Sergt . Wood.
E . Burke.
W. R . Green.
H . Turner.
Four of these have settled in Australia, and two in Newzealand.
All of us in the Regiment followed
this tour with the greatest interest,
and we now look forward to the day
when his Royal Highness will command
us . (Cheers).
We, as a Regiment, are particularly
lucky in owning a Regimental Association of our own.
Mrs . Mackenzie has practically given
up her life in working for the good of
Old Tenth Hussars (cheers) and we
cannot begin to thank her for all she
has done . (Applause)
We are most grateful both to Mrs.
Mackenzie and to Mr . Smeed . (Hear,
hear .)
There is no Association with a record
like ours, and to have found work for
135 Old 10th Hussars out of some 190
applicants during the last twelve
months speaks for itself.
We realise this in the Regiment and
every man is now a member.
It is marvellous what jobs the Association finds ; for instance, Staff Sergt.
Lewsley, whom I have known for a
number of years as a good hard worker
i n the Forge, is now installed in a
Ladies' Beauty Parlour (laughter).
Rather a contrast, plucking eyebrows
from shoeing troop horses, but carrying
out that Cavalryman's tradition as
regards work—"We'll do it—what is
it?" (Loudlaughter).
Colonel Norrie then told Old comrades
an amusing story about a 10th Hussar
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who was appointed manager of a Woolworth Store, and in continuing his
speeech he said.
Mrs . Mackenzie has presented me
with Mr . Rainbow's " Diary of the
War ." On behalf of the Regiment, I
am delighted to accept this present, and
I thank both Mrs . Mackenzie and Mr.
Rainbow . The Regiment will be very
pleased to have this interesting record,
and I know it will help Capt . Boord,
who is writing out a new history.
Now to get down to the Regiment.
We are still in Lucknow—at least we
were four weeks ago, when I left the
Regiment—and we are likely to remain
there until October 1936, when we are
due to come home . (Cheers).
I do not know what station we shall
go to in England . At one time we had
hoped to go to York, but I understand
that Colchester is perhaps a more likely selection . However, nothing is
officially known yet, so please don't
quote me as any authority.
We have spent a very pleasant twelve
months, doing the usual things a
Cavalry Regiment does in India.
One misses not being in a Cavalry
Brigade in Lucknow, but a Regimental
Camp has its compensations, and this
year, or rather last December, we spent
a happy and profitable three weeks in
camp near Banthra, about 15 miles from
Lucknow, down the Cawnpore Road.
General Milward set us two big
schemes against our neighbouring Indian Cavalry Regiment, and we had
every reason to enjoy these two
days.
Since the Dinner last year, we have
lost no less than 160 good 10th Hussars
—a large gap in a Regiment, particularly when they include such valuable
Warrant Officers and non-Commissioned
officers as Standing, Dearden, Wells,
Rusbridge, Daniels, Turner, Cooper,
McNeil and many others.
It is very refreshing to see here
tonight so many faces of those who
recently left us in Lucknow.
A Regiment is a real Regiment in
India.
We have a peace Strength of 563
other ranks, and our horses number
575, compared to a miserable 237, the
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Establishment of horses of a Regiment
in England.
Most of our Horses are whalers, and
a very useful lot they are, too.
During the four years I have commanded the Regiment it may interest
you to know that no less that 402 other
ranks have left us, and we have trained close on 300 Remounts . .an average
loss of 100 men a year, and 75 remounts
trained in the same period.
Mr . Vokins continues to reign supreme, and he is quite outstanding as an
R .S .M . He sets a wonderful example,
and no keener 10th Hussar ever breathed . (Applause .) I have a great admiration for his sterling character.
It is very nice to see our band master
— Mr . Roberts—here tonight . and I
hope he will soon get the distinguished
certificate he wants from Kneller Hall.
S .S .M . Willis has stepped into Mr.
Standing's shoes as R .Q .M .S . Mr.
Stratton is still in the Forge, and nearly
the senior Farrier-Major in the cavalry.
Hart is now S .S .M . of ' C", Davis
"A", Churchward—from the Carabiniers— " B", and Shepherd R .H .Q . Frisby
is SS .M ./I .F .G . vice Rusbridge.
S .Q .M .S's . are "A" Malins, "B" Wilson, "C" Garcia . and R .H .Q . Donovan.
Williams, Day and Clapson form a
very strong combination in the Orderly
Room—a sort of family party, as StaffSergt . Williams is marrying Miss Clapson later in the year.
Cordy of "C" is an acting S.Q.M.S .,
and does the P .R .I . work, and Sergt.
Diamond has earned fame all over India
for the way he looks after our messing
and cook houses . In fact we continually get visitors to see how we run our
pickle and sausage factories (laughter).
Now we come to Rifle Shooting.
At Lucknow, last November, we
cleared the Board, and won every event
open to the district, except one.
We won the Hay Cup for the best
shooting unit for the third year running
and have now won the Cup outright—
rather a nuisance, as it means having
to present a new one (laughter).
However, we beat five Infantry Battalions and other units so we are keeping the flag flying .
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We had our fair share of success at
the Delhi Horse Show, and our principal triumph was the winning of the
"best trained troop horse" for the
fourth year in succession, "Ben" again
ridden by S .S .M . Davis.
This is, I believe, a record since the
Delhi Horse Show started.
In the Polo World, you will be
pleased to know that we won the "Subalterns" again, and beat the " Royals"
in the final, six goals to 5 (applause).
The team consisted of Mr . Malet, Mr.
Macmullen, Mr . Archer-Shee, and Mr.
Mainwaring.
I think we have a very good chance
of winning the Inter-Regimental next
year, when Major Gairdner and Captain
Dawnay both come back . In fact, if
anyone will lay me three to one, I will
have a substantial bet.
We had no luck in the " Kadir Cup"
this year, but as we have won it twice
recently, we must give others a chance;
but I hope we may win it again in our
last year, and I give Captain Harvey
or Mr . Macmullen as my selected tips.
We have done a lot of "Pig-sticking"
one way and another, but taken as a
whole, the pigs have been winning
(laughter).
I broke two ribs myself, Capt, Harvey spoilt his beauty by breaking his
nose, Captain Carver bit his cheek, and
Mr . Jones cracked his collarbone, and
all this happened in the course of ten
days.

Equine influenza again broke out in
India, and just caught us at the wrong
moment during Inter-Regimental week.
We had over 300 cases, but luckily it was
a milder form than the 1931 epidemic.
No horse was allowed out of a walk
for a month, and you can imagine the
fun we had starting normal work again.
The hospital was kept quite busy
(laughter).
No Colonel has ever had a finer lot of
officers, N .C .Os . and men than I have
(applause) . Giving up command of a
Regiment one loves, is a terrible
wrench.
Although one has gone, one still remembers "Once a Tenth Hussar always
a Tenth Hussar" . (Cheers .)
Major Hutchison is succeeding me,

and we are very lucky to have him . He
is a very good soldier, and what is more
important his heart and soul is in the
Regiment.
I cannot pay him a bigger compliment
than this, and you can be perfectly certain that the Regiment will prosper
under him . (Applause . )
Now a few words about my
Second-in-Command—Major Turnham.
Nobody could have had a more loyal
or efficient friend.
The Regiment owe him a great deal,
and he will be sadly missed . (Applause .)
Tubby's is a wonderful record . He
first put on uniform in 1897 ; true, it
was the Church Lad's Brigade (laughter),
but it was the beginning of a great
military career.
You will find a full account of his
career in the last Regimental Gazette,
and you will be pleased to know that he
is being promoted to the rank of Lieutenant-Colonel on July 5th—on halfpay I'm afraid (sympathetic laughter)
—but I hope he is being given an important job at Hythe next year, when
he will get his full pay again . (Applause .)
Next and last comes the Annual Report, which is very pleasant reading.
This was written last April, so nearly
comes under the heading of "StopPress" News.
General Milward is our District Commander, and we are very lucky to be
serving under him, for not only does he
train us but he plays polo and other
games with us all . We also have an
Army Commander - General Sir Norman Macmullen, who has always been
very kind to the Regiment . Both of
these Generals really appreciate having
the Regiment under their command.
I cannot read out the whole Report,
but here are some extracts, which are
released by permission of General Milward . I read this report out in no spirit
of trying to "blow our own trumpets,"
but because I know that all old comrades like hearing these sort of remarks
about our Regiment :
i . Tactical Efficiency of Unit. "Very
thorough . Squadron and Regimental
Training was carried out in camp and
the training of the Regiment has reach-
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ed a very high standard of efficiency.
.led Troops and Squadrons are well
The smallest details of training in the
field are not neglected . Excellent in
struction of the smallest unit commanders is carried out . The Regiment has
attained the ability to move very fast
across thick country on a wide front,
without loss of touch or direction.
Patrols work extremely well . The relative importance of mounted and dismounted action is well understood"
The Tactics of the V . B . Gun are
soundly applied . Officers are an extremely keen and well trained body.
N .C .Os and men are well trained and
Map Reading is good.
In the field, communications are very
rapidly maintained and a high standard
of efficiency has been attained . Education is very good . The men are an exceptionally well educated, intelligent
body, much above the average.
ii. Discipline . Is Excellent
iii. Physical Appearance of the Men.
Very good, the men are very well set
up, and their turn out is excellent.
iv. Weapon Training .—A very good
shooting Regiment . It won the Lucknow Brigade Championship Cup for the
third year in succession, against good
Battalions . Men are very keen.
v. Interior Economy .- Is first class.
Immense trouble has been taken to look
after the interests and well being of
the men, on the part of all officers . The
Barracks are like a garden city, every
troop having its flower garden . Every
detail of Administration is most carefully thought out.
vi. Remarks .—A first rate team of
officers . They and the W .Os ., N .0 Os.
and men are thoroughly imbued with
the great traditions of the 10th Royal
Hussars and worthily uphold them.
The keenness of all ranks of the Regiment, whether in the field or in barracks . is remarkable, and one always
feels quite certain that whatever task
one may demand of any officer or man
of this Regiment, whether in work,
sport, or games, it will be carried out
to the best of his ability—and well done.
This great "esprit de corps" will
carry the Regiment through the most
difficult situations in war, with distinc-
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tion . It is a pleasure to have this Regiment under one's command.
Fit in all respects for Service.
(Loud applause).
Now, Old Comrades, I will tell you
once more why our Regiment is such a
fine Regiment.
You have been told before, but this
bears repetition.
It is you who have handed us down,
the serving 10th, a tradition and that
wonderful 10th Hussar spirit that has
carried us through, and will carry us
through the most difficult situations in
peace or war . (Applause .)
You have set us a very hard example,
and all we have done is to try and live
up to the standard you have set us.
The future of Cavalry may or may not
be in the melting pot . We hear of
strange and hideous experiments being
carried out at Tidworth.
I know no more than you do, but
there are rumours, in India they would
be called " Bazaar Rumours", in London
"Military Gossip" - that another three
or possibly six Regiments are to
be mechanized within the next few
years.
We have not the time tonight to enter
into a discussion as to the merits or demerits of this proposal or whether mechanized cavalry should have tanks,
trucks or armoured cars . But I do say
this . . that as long as we remain 10th
Hussars, nothing really matters . (Hear,
hear .)
Naturally we would all prefer to keep
our horses : and I have heard of nothing
to the contrary . But IF we are ordered
to man tanks or other mechanized
vehicles, and I repeat the word IF, we
will do it, and what is more we will put
up just as good a show, as we have always done in the past . (Loud applause .)
I now ask all serving 10th Hussars to
rise and drink to the Toast of those who
have helped to make the Regiment what
it is to-day
"The Old 10th,
Coupled with the name of
Captain Sir Basil Brooke ."
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Response to "The Old Tenth" by
Captain Sir Basil Brooke, M .C.
I think that we have all heard from
the Colonel a most gratifying report
tonight, and although it has been the
Colonel who has recited the great deeds
which the Regiment have done, it is
really the Colonel and because of the
Colonel that these great deeds have
been done . Now I think probably one
of the most difficult things that any man
might he called upon to do :s to be called
upon to command another regiment
than his own . We all know the famous
Regiment Colonel Norrie came from
and we know the welcome that he got
from the 10th Hussars . I do not believe
that there has ever been a Colonel who
has come to command another Regiment when that Regiment has said
" thank God we have got the Colonel we
have ." Now I hope he won't think
that I am putting on the butter too
hard when I say that just as a good
horseman with sympathy can get the
best out of a horse, a good Colonel can
get out the latent virtues which always
reside in a regiment . Now any of us
while we read the 10th Hussar Gazette
feel that we are again back serving
with the Regiment . But it may be
asked, why am I saying what 1 did say
about the Colonel . It is this . The
Colonel of the Regiment is not only the
Colonel of the serving 10th Hussars
but of every 10th Hussar, therefore
we do appreciate what he has done.
Captain Wardell in proposing the health
of the Regiment mentioned some remarks about the politicians. I am in
the unfortunate position of being a
politician at the present moment . I
am reminded of the story of the Irishman who during the war thought that
he would produce a new type of potted
meat which he labelled "Fifty fifty ."
The controller of food was rather anxious to know what the consistency of the
one fifty was and what of the other.
He approached the man and asked him.
"Well, if you want to know I will just
tell you, it is one horse to one chicken ."
Well I am fifty fifty faced, but in my
heart I am altogether 10th Hussar.
Although I am in charge of Agriculture

in Northern Ireland I carry my mind
back to the training that one got in the
regiment during the prime manoeuvre
known as sizing . When you come to the
difficulties of the Ministry of Agriculture and try to grade pigs you can
understand what the Sergeant Major
was faced with.
There is no doubt about it that that
spirit which the Colonel talked about is
one of the greatest assets no matter
what business one is undertaking . I
hope His Royal Highness will forgive
me for saying that I have personal
experience of what a tremendous
success His Royal Highness made of
the two visits when he went over there.
Now I know that a great deal of that
success is due to his own personality,
in fact I am sure that the greater portion
is due to his own personality, but might
I suggest that even a small portion
is due to the fact that he is a 10th
Hussar His Royal Highness went
through three and sometimes four days
continuous strenuous work, and at the
end of those three or four days you
would have thought he was enjoying
himself, and His Royal Highness left a
very great number of broken hearts
behind . On one occasion he was coming
round to inspect a certain experimental
farm, and I had to rush out at the last
moment and tell my chauffeur to look
as if he had been handling royalty all
his life . When we came back to the car
I noticed two pretty girls getting out.
I afterwards inquired who they were
and was told that they were only waiting in the car for a few moments . The
subsequent story was that about four
months ago I saw this young soldier of
mine behaving like a 10th Hussar and
embracing these two young things, and
when I asked him how it came about, he
said, "Well, I had the good fortune of
seeing them in the car, and I told them
that as they stood no chance of kissing
His Royal Highness they might as well
kiss me ."
I should like on behalf of the 10th
Hussars to wish the Regiment the
continued success that they have had in
the past, and if we all meet again next
year that we shall have as fine a report
as we have had tonight .
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The Chairman.
MAJOR G . E . GOSLING,
Proposed by
M . C.

It is not my fault that I was not born
in 1884 . Therefore I have to rely on
history for what befell a young officer
who joined the Regiment in that year.
Most of you were probably wild, possibly naughty, when you were young;
history makes no record of this . I
presume that our secretary asked me to
speak because I did not know anything
about this officer's young days . However, it was not long before he started
to make a name for himself . I say he,
but I am not at all sure that I do not
mean his horse . Perhaps the names of
Highlander and Silverwood still bring
back many happy recollections to you.
For a fine racing record, what finer
record could we have than the Kavanagh
Cup?
However, this officer did not confine
all his activities and horse exercise to
racing . I was once told by an officer,
an officer who had had many years'
service, that the days that he had
enjoyed the most in the whole of his
career were in the 'nineties, when the
Regiment was stationed in small places
in Ireland . He hunted six days a week,
and yet his troop was very efficient.
There is an old Army maxim—I only
hope it still holds good— " In the Army,
if you want a thing done, detail someone else to do it ." I can only presume
that he detailed his troop sergeant to
see that the troop was thoroughly
efficient.
However, play and sport are not the
only things in a great man's life, and
in spite of all his activities in fifteen
years he had learnt his job . He went
out to South Africa with the Regiment.
In spite of that relatively short period
of service it was not long before he
was taken away from us . He was in
command of a column which very soon
became known as Kavanagh's Column.
I believe that column achieved everything it set out for, and I believe it
never lost a prisoner—and how did that
man manage to instil all the discipline
and lead his men in what were undoubtedly difficult climatic conditions, and
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with other hardships to be faced? He
had very soon imposed on his men that
understanding that he would never let
them down, and therefore they would
never let him down
Very shortly after that war he commanded a regiment in India. We have
heard tonight that the Regiment is at
its zenith now . Possibly, I think that
we all considered the Regiment at its
zenith when we were in it . Comparisons
are odious, but if you think of that
period which ended in 1908, I think the
Regiment was good . Amongst the
many things that were started at his
instigation was the Regimental Gazette;
and I will only read you a few lines
from the Gazette written in 1908
(Extract).
It was a sad day when he left the
Regiment and set sail for England,
The number of officers and N . C . 0's.
that wore medals got fewer and fewer,
and we thought, "We are training and
we shall never see war .' At last we
came to that year 1914 —a frantic year.
Where were we then? Who was our
divisional commander? We were back
again with Lord Byng at our head . Who
was commanding our sister brigade?
General Kavanagh . We were a family
party . History repeats itself . General
Kavanagh was taken away, and he
rose to a very great height . I know it
is his regret as much as it is ours that
together we never had a real chance to
show ourselves at our own job . At the
same time we did prove that we could
do anything, and we did it well because
we knew we were supported.
Now, having given a brief history of
a very great career, may I be bold
enough on my own to make a statement
which I believe is true? If this Regiment requires the leadership of General
Kavanagh again he will come - and we
hope we shall be there ourselves . Now,
gentlemen, I ask you to rise and drink
to the health of the Chairman.
Response by the Chairman.
. . ..
.I know you
all wish Lord Byng were here . I have
tried to follow Lord Byng . First of all I
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succeeded him as junior Subaltern in We sent 10 horses which allowed us a
the 10th Hussars, then I succeeded him spare in case one was damaged before
the competition started . On arriving at
as Commander of the Regiment, and
then again as Commander of the Muttra we found that there were eight
Cavalry Corps . He was always a very teams who were certain starters—The
fine man to follow and I am afraid I
Royals, The Poona House, three Muttra
didn't succeed very well, and after that Tent Club teams, The K . S . L . I ., R . A.
of course he soared to heights beyond Meerut, and ourselves . Our first run was
my power to follow him . He became a unlucky . If one can get the first pig,
great army Commander and a Colonial it settles one down and increases conGovernor, and, I believe, a great police- fidence. On this occasion we were
man, but there is one quality that he slipped on a 29 inch boar, had hunted
had that appeals to us more than any- him a long way and would have speared
thing else, he was always a great 10th him in another two hundred yards, when
Hussar and always will be, and I know he went into a thick patch of grass, put
that I am expressing the hope of all of up a fresh pig, which for a second
you here that he will be here next year deceived us and in that second our pig
and for many years to come . Now
slipped back down a nullah unseen and
want you to stand up and drink his was gone . After the first day s hunting,
health.
Muttra Tent Club and The Poona Horse
were leading with two kills out of two
runs, the rest all equal, one kill out of
MUTTRA CUP-1935.
two runs . After the second day, the
K . S . L . I . and Muttra `B' were out,
There was considerable doubt as to having only killed two out of four and
whether the Muttra Cup would be held
rest all equal, three out of four,
this year or not . Just before the Kadir the
we
having
it was published that it was definitely fourth pig. killed our second, third and
off owing to various reasons.
It was decided to give the six teams
This was very disappointing news for
in one more run each and then see
the Colonel who hoped to captain once left
how
matters stood.
again the team which in the past two
Unfortunately, we lost our pig . Our
years had, in 1933 been in the final and Umpire
gave us the choice or not of
in 1934 tied with two other teams . No taking a small
sow, the country looked
further news was received until early easy and we took the chance . The gods
in April, when the Muttra Tent Club were not kind, after two hundred yards
decided they could after all hold the she disappeared into a patch of thick
meeting . Unfortunately this decision grass and was never seen again . A pity
came too late for the old team to pig don ' t go to ground, it would then be
represent the Regiment . Colonel Norrie so
much easier to make excuses! Three
had been allotted a passage home which
other
lost as well and it was
it was impossible to alter so late in the agreed teams
to
leave
R . A . Meerut and Muttra
day, and Mike Macmullen had moved to
`A'
in
the
final
.
Both killed their next
Naini Tal and could not get leave . This pig, but Muttra
failed on their
was a great blow to our chances, because seventh and R . A 'A'
.
Meerut
killed, thus
although there is no dearth of first class
winning
the
Cup
with
six
kills
out of
small spears in the Regiment, this team
seven
which
was
a
very
good
performhad hunted a lot together . In addition, ance .
such short notice prevented us putting
in a second team . It was eventually
decided to send the following team to
Muttra :
Harvey.
Miller.
Grenfell .
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L/Cpl . H . Wells.
Obituary.

The sudden death from pneumonia on
June 10th, of Harry Wells, deprived the
Regiment of an excellent N . C . 0 . and
talented musician.
Joining the Regiment as a boy in
March 1927, he very soon showed himself above the average in progress, and
was selected to attend a course of music
at the Royal Military School of Music,
Kneller Hall.
He surpassed himself while at Kneller
Hall, by obtaining the 1st Violin Prize,

a Clarinet Prize and an excellent
report.
It is sad to realize that his untimely
death occurred just as he had placed his
foot on the first rung of the promotion
ladder, with every prospect of a promising career before him.
He had a very pleasing manner, and
was liked by all with whom he came in
contact . A big asset to the band, his
sudden death leaves a gap that will be
hard to fill .
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THE 13TH MAY.
A Regimental Parade to commemorate
the Second Battle of YPRES, May 4th
to May 13th, 1915, was held on the 13th
May, 1 .35.
All ranks of the Regiment attended
this parade and were formed up in a
hollow square in the Guard Room compound at 6 :20 p . m.
The parade was called to attention on
the arrival of the Commanding OfficerMajor B . O . Hutchison— who then
addressed the Regiment, outlining the
course of the Battle, describing the part
played by the Regiment and explaining the significance of this annual
parade.
On the conclusion of his address,
Major Hutchison laid a wreath on the
Regimental Memorial, in memory of
those Tenth Hussars who gave their
lives in the service of their King and
Country .

:o :

The Trumpeters then sounded the
Last Post, which was followed by one
minute's silence, terminated by the
Reveille.
Squadrons then marched off and dismissed on their respective parade
grounds.
No wit less impressive than any other
and better known parades of this nature,
the Regiment regard the 13th May as
their own particular Day of Remembrance, when all ranks whether old or
young in the service of the Regiment
are reminded of the gallantry, loyalty
and unswering devotion to duty, involving death itself, displayed by those who
fought at Ypres in 1915.
"They shall grow not old, as we that
are left grow old:
Age shall not weary them, nor the
years condemn.
At the going down of the sun and in
the morning
We will remember them ."
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HISTORY OF THE 10TH ROYAL HUSSARS IN THE
GREAT WAR 1914-18.
CHAPTER II (CONTD .)
THE FIRST BATTLE OF YPRES.
At 4-30 a . m ., on the 29th October,
the Brigade stood to . Heavy firing was
heard and the Germans, who were advancing in great force, succeeded in
pushing back the line North of Zandvoorde . Orders were received to
assist the 7th Division in a counterattack at mid-day The Brigade moved
forward in touch with General Lawford's
22nd Brigade (2nd Queens, 2nd Warwicks, 1st Royal Welsh Fusiliers and
1st South Staffords), which was advancing on the line Gheluvelt - Kruseik.
The Regiment advanced dismounted
through the woods . There was only
slight opposition and the line was reestablished.
The whole situation on the 30th October was extremely critical . It is estimated that at least twelve German
Corps opposed the seven Corps of the
allies on the sector Nieuport -La
Bassee . If the enemy had penetrated
the line at any point North of Hollebeke they would have succeeded in
isolating the 1st Corps . It was decided
that the line from Gheluvelt to an
angle of the canal South of Kleinzillebeke must be held at all costs.
At dawn on the 30th October the 7th
Cavalry Brigade was shelled out of its
position, and was forced to withdraw
from the Zandvoorde ridge towards
Kleinzillebeke The 6th Cavalry
Brigade was ordered to cover its withdrawal and occupy a line of trenches
East of Kleinzillebeke . The Regiment was on the left and the two remaining Squadrons of the Royals on its
right in support of the 3rd squadron in
the chateau of Hollebeke . A strong
Infantry attack accompanied by heavy
shelling developed along the whole front.
The squadron in the chateau was very
hard pressed . 'C' Battery had an excellent target, catching the enemy in the
open as they crossed the Zandvoorde

Ridge . Owing to the loss of the high
ground about Hollebeke village the
Royals were forced to abandon
Holle-beke Chateau and after repulsing several attacks and taking a heavy toll of the
enemy, withdrew Northwards with their
right on the railway and their left connecting with the Regiment, which in spite
of continued attacks held on to its trenches . The 3rd Hussars and Royal Scots
Greys came up in support . The 3rd
Hussars were employed on the north
of the Zillebeke -Zandvoorde road
in support of the left of the 7th Cavalry
Brigade . The Greys were not used.
At 7 p . m ., two battalions of the 4th
Guards Brigade arrived and began to
take over the trenches . The relief was
completed at 2-30 a . m . the Irish Guards
relieving the Regiment which went into
bivouac on the Southern outskirts of
Zillebeke.
A message was received from the
Commander-in-Chief, congratulating the
Regiment on the great fight they had put
up all day in the face of enormous odds.
During this action Captain Kinkead.
R . A M . C . (attached to the Regiment),
and four men were killed, and Major
C . W . H . Crichton, Captains the Hon H.
Baring, E . A . Fielden, and G . C . Stewart
and fifteen Other Ranks were wounded.
The real crisis came on the 31st October . Gheluvelt was heavily shelled
early in the morning, and about 10-30
a . m ., the enemy covered by artillery
made a determined attack against the
1st Division . Allenby, whose dismounted
cavalry with a few Indian reinforcements held the line from Klein zillebeke
to South of Messines, was also in great
difficulties . At 7- 0 a . m ., that morning
the Regiment marched with the Royals
to a rendezvous in the woods half a
mile South of Hooge and came under
the orders of Sir Douglas Haig (G . O . C.
1st Corps) . At 1-0 p . m , the Regiment
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entrenched a position East of Hooge as
a report was received that the infantry
in front were retiring, and it was hoped
to form a line behind which they could
rally . The situation could hardly have
been worse and Field Marshal Sir John
French (as he then was) has since stated
that it seemed to him that moment as
if the last barrier between the Germans
and the sea-coast had been broken down.
But the 1st Division who had fought
magnificently in the face of great odds,
rallied, and at 3 p . m ., orders were received to support the left of the 2nd
Infantry Brigade in the woods S . E . o-f
Hooge . Two squadrons of the Regiment and the Royals advanced dismounted through the woods with fixed bayonets . A large number of Germans were
killed and wounded, and the attack proved a complete success both here and
along the whole sector . The line was
stabilised and the Regiment found itself
on the left of a battalion of the Grenadier Guards . 'C' Battery manhandled
one gun into the woods and came into
action against a small shooting lodge
where the enemy had concealed some
machine guns . These were effectively
silenced . The night was spent at
Hooge in bivouac . About noon on the
1st November, orders were received to
march to the road junction at the
Hooge—Kleinzillebeke road and support
the 2nd Infantry Brigade, who were
being hard pressed . One dismounted
squadron of the Regiment supported
the left of the line by occupying some
empty trenches but were withdrawn at
dusk . Captain Gibbs was wounded, two
Other Ranks were killed, and eight
wounded.
During this and the three following
days the regiment was used as a mounted mobile reserve, being constantly
called upon both by night and day to
turn out in support of some part of the
line which was threatened . It remained in rear of Lord Cavan's 4th Guards
Brigade (2nd Battalion Grenadier Guards,
2nd Battalion Coldstream Guards, 3rd
Battalion Coldstream Guards and 1st
Battalion Irish Guards) throughout the
2nd November . Lieut Col . R. W . R.
Barnes, D . S . 0 . was again wounded by
shrapnel that day and one other rank

also . Throughout the 3rd November,
Ypres was heavily shelled, and the
town was then practically deserted by
all civilians except the few who continued to inhabit the cellars.
On 4th November, at 6-30 p . m ., the
3rd Dragoon Guards (Lieut . Col . O . B . B
Smith-Bingham . D .S .O .)marched in from
Cassel and joined the 6th Cavalry Brigade which now consisted of the Royals,
10th Royal Hussars, and 3rd Dragoon
Guards, with 'C' Battery, R .H .A.
Ninety-five remounts and a draft
which included Captain Hon . G . Pelham,
Lieut Sir Basil Brooke, and 40 other
ranks arrived with them.
On the evening of the 5th the Regiment (400 Rifles) took over part of the
trenches of the 3rd Infantry Brigade, in
the woods half a mile South of Veldhock, the other regiments in the brigade
supplying a similar number of men.
The finding of this number of rifles
taxed the resources of the Regiment to
its utmost capacity . But it was imperative that the men should be provided,
though it entailed leaving one to look
after fifteen or twenty horses . The
relief was completed by 9-30 p .m ., the
Regiment and 3rd Dragoon Guards being
in the firing line, the Royals in reserve.
' C' Battery, all led horses and transport
were in a farm some three kilometres
behind, but one gun of the battery was
taken up immediately behind the front
line to drive enemy snipers from some
houses . This gun fired at dawn at 250
yards range and did good execution.
That night about 10-30 p .m ., a fire broke
out in a barn close to where the Regiment was and five men were burnt to
death and eight injured.
Before going up to the trenches that
morning (5th) great activity had gone
on sorting out the new remounts, as
eight horses were transferred to 'C'
Battery and 37 went to a farm to rest.
Captain Peto went sick on this morning.
On the 6th the Regiment was heavily
shelled especially in the afternoon and
nine men were wounded . The Brigade
was relieved that night by three Battalions of the 9th Infantry Brigade and
returned to the horses . The Royal Fusiliers relieved the Regiment . Major
E . R . A . Shearman was wounded .
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On 7th November, the Brigade Commander, Brigadier-General Makins was
forced to go sick and went to Boulogne.
He had been very unwell for some time,
and it was only the critical nature of
the fighting which determined him to
stay as long as possible . Lieut Col.
O . B . B . Smith-Bingham, D .S .O ., (3rd
Dragoon Guards), took over temporary
command of the Brigade . During the
day the Regiment again moved up in
support of the 4th Guards Brigade
(Lord Cavan), and after taking up a
position at Zillebeke, bivouacked at a
farm N . E of the place known as Hell
Fire Corner.
On the 9th the Regiment remained
saddled up in billets, acting as Corps
Reserves, the other two regiments
being employed dismounted in the line
near Zillebeke . Lieut . Col . D . G . M.
Campbell (9th Lancers) took over command of the Brigade on this day.
On the 10th a dismounted party from
the Brigade, under Major Shearman,
which included three hundred men of
the Regiment, turned out in support of
the 4th Guards Brigade, and subsequently took over the trenches that had
been occupied by the Royals and 3rd
Dragoon Gua rds the day before from
the 7th Cavalry Brigade who had relieved them.
Major the Hon . W . Cadogan took over
command of the Regiment.
On the 11th the Regiment remained in
the trenches, being heavily shelled both
in the morning and evening . About
7-0 p .m . it started to rain very heavily
just when reliefs were being carried out,
by the Royals and 3rd Dragoon Guards.
Four men were wounded.
Owing to rain 'A' Squadron trench
was washed in, and at dawn the next
morning they moved back 100 yards to
another . During the move enemy snipers opened fire from close range, and
caused several casualties, R . S . M.
King being shot through the neck . The
firing line was then ordered to open
rapid fire, which enabled the move back
to be completed . During the day Major
The Hon . W . Cadogan was hit in the
groin by a shell splinter and died almost
immediately . At dusk the regiment
was relieved by the 3rd Dragoon Guards .

It rained all day . Capt . E . W . E . Palmes
and . twenty men were wounded . One
machine gun was completely knocked
out by a German maxim gun.
The Regiment dismounted, went up
again at 4-30 a .m ., on the 13th to support the 4th Guards Brigade but were
not required . It rained all day . That
afternoon the North Somerset Yeomanry
joined the Brigade, having marched in
from Dranoutre.
During the 13th and early the following day the enemy shelled the bivouac
The Brigade in consequence moved back
to some farms South of Vlamertinghe,
all the dismounted. detachments having
rejoined.
On 15th November, the Regiment
turned out at 4-0 a m ., and went to a
farm North of Hooge in support of the
3rd Infantry Division, and remained in
the snow until 10-0 a .m ., when it was
decided that it was not required . On
return to the billets the whole regiment
paraded mounted for trench duty and
rode to Ypres Railway Station with the
rest of the Brigade, from where the
horses were sent back . Each regiment
found 300 rifles for the trenches and
they were formed into three parties,
(1) . 300, 3rd Dragoon Guards and 200
North Somerset Yeomanry under Col.
Smith-Bingham to relieve the 7th
Cavalry Brigade in the trenches on
the Zillebeke-Kleinzillebeke Road, (2).
300 Royals and 200 of the Regiment
under Col . Steele (Royals) to relieve the
2nd Cavalry Brigade on the left of Lord
Cavan's line and East of Zillebeke . (3).
100 of the regiment and 100 North
Somerset Yeomanry under Major Shearman in dugouts in rear of Lord Cavan's
Headquarters . During the 16th there
was desultory sniping but little shelling.
Capt . Hon . A . Annesley was killed in
the afternoon by a sniper.
At 9-0 a m ., on the 17th, the sectors
held by Col . Smith-Bingham's and
Steele's detachments were subjected to
heavy and continuous shell fire, and
about noon an Infantry attack developed
against them . The enemy who belonged
to the Prussian Guard advanced with
gallantry, coming to within twenty
yards of our trenches . But the attack
was repulsed with heavy loss to the
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Germans leaving two hundred men
killed and wounded in front of the position held by 'A' and 'C' Squadrons.
Captain Peto was shot through the
head and killed during the attack . 'B'
Squadron was sent up in support at 2-0
p .m ., but was not required . They were
caught by the German Batteries on the
way up and back, but only had casualties
just before arriving back in their dugouts, 2/Lieut Drake being among the
killed.
A further attack took place on Col.
Smith-Bingham's detachment later in
the afternoon which was repulsed with
heavy loss, and it was estimated that
close on 400 Germans lay out in front of
the trenches held by the Brigade . The
Prussian Guard advanced so close to our
trenches, in front of which there was
no wire, that the Field Police could be
seen threatening the men, and urging
them on to the attack.
The casualties for these two days
were 3 Officers and 10 other ranks
wounded . That night the Regiment's
detachment was relieved by the 1st Battalion The Hertfordshire Regiment, Territorial Force.
That night the Brigade returned to
the horses, which were brought up to
the square in YPRES, and then went
into bivouac South of Vlamertinghe,
and remained there till the 20th.
The following day a congratulatory
telegram on the behaviour of the Brigade was received from the G . 0 . C . 1st
Corps.
It is clear even from this simple record of events that the Brigade had
been almost continuously in action since
its arrival in Flanders . Owing to the
lack of reserves scarcely a day or night
passed when the Allied line was not in
imminent danger . In the face of the
immense numerical superiority of the
enemy, no real rest either for men
or horses was possible . Even when
the Brigade was withdrawn for a few
hours, it always had to be ready to turn
out in instant support of whatever
troops needed assistance . The mobility
afforded by the horses enabled the Cavalry to be moved quickly to whatever
was the threatened point, when the
horses were sent to the rear and the
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men thrown into the line as infantry.
On the 20th November, the Brigade
marched into billets S . E . of
Haze-brouck . The march was made on foot,
the horses being led, owing to a heavy
fall of snow and a hard frost, which
made the roads impassable . The Regiment reached its billets at Vieux Berquin about 10 .30 p . m . The transport
did not get in until 2 .30 a . m.
That night the horses were linked
in the street and the men billeted in the
houses.
On arrival in this area the Regiment
Cavlry was transferred to the 8th
Brigade which now consisted of the
Blues, Essex Yeomanry and 10th Royal
Hussars.
With regard to this period of comparatively open warfare there are a few
points which it is perhaps worth recording . The country over which the fighting took place was very enclosed, and
cut up by many dykes . The going was
extremely heavy . The Brigade therefore moved by the roads if it was possible, and generally there was only one
Squadron in advance . Flank protection
if considered necessary was provided by
patrols marching on parallel roads.
The country was full of spies and every
precaution against surprise at night had
to be taken . It was usually dark by
the time the regiment arrived at a village where it was to billet . Telegraph
wires and telephone exchanges had to
be inspected and, if dangerous, dislocated . Roads were blocked and standing
patrols placed some few hundred yards
outside the village . A central alarm
post was selected, and its whereabouts
made known to all ranks . Villages
were almost always shelled early in the
morning, and a start at dawn avoided
many casualties . The supply arrangements worked well . Although rations
often arrived in the middle of the night,
they never failed to come up.
An order of the day was issued by
Major-General the Hon J . H . G. Byng.
C . B ., M .V .O ., Commanding the 3rd
Cavalry Division, on the 23rd November . In it he praised all ranks for their
conduct in the trying period of the war
they had been through .
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C
H
A
T
LADIES CHAT.
We arrived up in the Hills during a
very chilly spell which must have blown
away any dust and cobwebs left over
from the last few weeks of hot Lucknow.
It anyway made us feel grand and fit.
One does hate these goodbyes, which
one always seems to be getting in the
Army, and we knew when we came up
we would not have Mrs . Tubby, as one
of us in the Regiment again . How she
will be missed, after all these years of
kindness to us all . There were far too
many sad farewells last winter, but still
I expect we will see all our old friends,
as soon as we get back to England,
though we will sadly miss having them
around all the time.
You seldom meet a Tenth wife at the
moment without mention, that this time
next year we will all be knitting thick
woollies and wondering what trunks are
too battered, after their hard work of
late years, to see us home ; a very cheerful thought indeed.
We all enjoyed Jubilee week . The
lake at Naini was surrounded with
lights and was a very pretty sight.
The fireworks there and at Dulikhet

were very much enjoyed by the children and grown ups, the kiddies also had
sports which kept them busy for an afternoon . In Dulikhet we elders enjoyed
Tat-racing, we got a good tea, made or
lost some money on the tote, and by the
end of the afternoon knew which pony
was likely to win . They all ran two or
three times . It was an amusing change
in our rather dull existence up here.
We had another thrill when the Grenfell baby arrived and offer our congratulations.
The children have had one or two
childish complaints, which has been bad
luck for their mothers. Measles and
mumps at Naini, and so called scarlet
fever at Dulikhet, but there is some
doubt about it still and it certainly did
not spread as was expected, luckily for
us
While we are on this track we must
take off our hats to Mrs . Guy, who had
such a bad operation at the Ramsay Hospital, Naini . She has been there for
weeks and is always so cheerful and
full of praise of how well she has been
looked after . She has been the best of
sports all the way through . We hope
now she will soon be quite herself, and
feeling better than she has for years.
On the whole, the clerk of the weather has been pretty kind to us, the
rains so far have not been at all bad . I
hope I don't speak too soon but our
sojourn up here is half over and we will
soon start counting the weeks until we
get back to Lucknow, nice and early
this year on October 15th . I think
every one is looking forward to their
last winter, and expect it will be a very
jolly one.
We take off our hats to :
A certain N. C . 0 . of "C" Squadron,
for extricating himself with dignity,
from a most undignified predicament,
in the vicinity of the River Gumpti.
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LUCKNOW DISTRICT SWIMMING CHAMPIONSHIP,
1935.
Thanks to the generosity of the United Services Club, we were again able
to hold the District Swimming Championship in the Chutter Manzi] this year.
The team championship took place on
Saturday, July 13th, and the Regimental
team again made a clean sweep, winning every event.
Once again the success of the team is
due to the hard work and experience of
Mr . Vokins who has spared no effort to
keep up the high standard of swimming
in the Regiment . Great credit is also
due to the individuals concerned who
have applied themselves most conscientiously to their training.
The evening opened with the plunging and thanks to the extreme bouyancy
and amazing breath holding capacities
of our trio we were one event up with
a record aggregate.
The 1 9 x 20 yards dash which followed
was a fairly level race up to the half
distance between the Regiment and the
Cameronians, then some tearaway swimming by Wass and De-La-Hay, put us
ahead again to win by five seconds . In
the variety race, our swimmers showed
slightly better technique in the various
strokes and won comfortably from the
Gunners.
The unit team race which appeared
very complicated to the spectators provided the big thrill of the evening, as.
the Cameronians pulled out some great
swimming through Riflemen Powell and
Calder and when the last leg started
there was nothing in it . L/Cpl . Arndt
managed to get home for the Regiment
by the barest of margins to make the
Championship a fairly safe bet for us.
In the 4 x 200 yards which concluded
the evening's swimming after a fairly
even first changeover between ourselves
and the Cameronians, Burns pulled away
to give us a substantial lead which left
the other two an easy swim over for a
win in fast time.
In the Individual finals held on the
Monday we were successful in all events
save two.
Strevens repeated his success of last
year in the 200 yards, improving by four

seconds on his time, a great performance . The Plunging followed and
Burns notched us another win by hitting the end of the bath in forty-seven
seconds with L/Cpl . Baston second.
Strevens pulled off a double by winning
the 40 yards Overarm Side Stroke in
fair time . Driver Wilson gained the
Gunners' success in the back stroke,
which event he won last year, Farrier
Forrest just got home into second place.
The 40 yards free style produced a
tremendous finish between Wass and
De-La-Hay, whom the Judges were unable to separate at the end . Wass went
straight in and won the 40 yards breast
stroke easing up at the finish.
The last event of the Meeting was the
100 yards free style in which a great
race was anticipated between Wass and
Pte . Smythe of the Tank Corps from
Cawnpore.
Both swimmers had clocked close on
Army Championship time in the heats.
Unfortunately for our hopes, Wass,
who had had a very energetic afternoon,
had to give up after four laps, leaving
Smythe the winner from De-La-Hay
in the very fine time of sixty-four seconds.
Considering the conditions, and the
`slowness' of the water the standard of
times was very high particularly the 100
yards, and Smythe must be singled out
for special mention on his great swim.
Mr . Thad, Manager of the Prince of
Wales's Cinema, kindly presented a fine
Challenge Cup for the District Competition .

The Regimental Team.
Winners Lucknow District Swimming Championship, 1934-35 .
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SPORTS NEWS.
Our activities in the field of sport have
recently been confined to our own competitions within the Regiment and a few
friendly football and hockey matches.
This is due to the fact that in outside
competitions the native teams sometimes
turn up to time, but usually after a long
wait, start the game with men short,
while at other times they do not appear
on the scene of action at all . It was
therefore decided to withdraw our
teams from competitions run by the
civilian authorities.
The finish of the Inter-Squadron
Cricket shows "A" Squadron at the top
of the league . They played well throughout the series winning all their games.
The other Squadrons finished with level
points, some remarkable reversals of
form being seen . The Inter-Troop
Cricket produced many exciting encounters and many embryo Jessops were seen
before "B" 4 (the holders) and The Band
reached the final . Contrary te expectations, The Band won fairly comfortably
and they appear to be regaining some
of the glamour of the last few years in
"Blighty ." The Regimental team in
spite of in and out form again finished
top in the local league . Owing to the
small entry for the Chagtai Shield (of
which we are the holders) no competition
took place for this trophy, so the Regimental team had no further chance of
demonstrating their prowess with willow
and ball . Cricket has now definitely
given way to Football and Hockey but
with a little practise in the early days
of next season we should again be good
enough to annex the League Championship.
As expected the Inter-Squadron
Hockey League was won by "R . H . Q ."
who went through their matches without defeat . The Brigade Hockey Tournament found us drawn against the Staff
and Departmentals who proved much
too good for us and finally went on to
win the competition . The Regimental
Team was easily holding its own in the
local League at the time of withdrawal.
The "Hay Hockey Cup Tournament"
(open to Troop, Platoon and Section
teams) has this year been partially
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decided by each Unit holding a K . O.
Competition as a preliminary stage,
leaving only one team per Unit to fight
for honours . In this early stage The
Band have proved our best and are now
awaiting opponents from outside . Great
efforts are being made in the Regiment
to improve the standard of our hockey
which is chiefly confined at present to
big hitting. A five-a-side friendly
tournament is at present in progress.
In this tournament hitting is definitely
barred and quite a number are thereby
becoming proficient in the use of the
stick . Several friendly matches with
good teams have taken place and the
improvement in stick work has been
noticeable.
The Inter-Squadron Football League
was won by "C" after appearing at the
half way stage to be almost a certainty
for "A" who cracked and lost to "B"
and "C ."
A vigorous game was seen between
" C" 2 and The Band in the final of
the Inter-Troop Cup . This resulted
in a win for "C" 2 by 2-0 . Later a
minor Squadron League was run and
"C" Squadron again proved successful.
The Regimental Team has taken part in
a number of friendly matches and are
slowly but surely showing signs of
improvement . If this continues we are
looking forward to winning the Cavalry
Cup on our return to England.
Our swimmers are now training for
the District Championship and hearing
of some of the times recorded we should
apparently have little difficulty in again
winning this event which will have
taken place by the time these lines
appear in print.
A N . C . O . of the Auxiliary Force
who, on being asked by the Squadron
Leader at a discussion, "What do you
know about the principles of war"?
replied that he thought they were rotten
and the Germans had no principles at
all!
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NOTES FROM "H .Q."
WING.
Oh that " Glorious East . " I think
the person who originated that phrase
must have been a permanent dweller in
the Khuds, and has not been to Lucknow in June Perhaps if he did it
would sweat some of the glamour out
of him, as it is doing to those who are
unfortunately spending the summer
here.
It is the usual custom when compiling
Squadron Notes to plead lack of material, but this time the trouble comes in
trying to fit everything in.
We mentioned in our last notes that
we lived in hopes of gaining League
Honours in the Inter-Squadron Football
Tournament, which was then in pro
gress . How our hopes were shattered,
and how, instead of finishing at the
top, we finished third is a story well
worth recording
Our team started off in great form.
By beating "B" and "C" Squadrons in
the first two matches we quickly established ourselves favourites for the
League . Then came a slight shock.
" A " Squadron shared the honours in

our first match with them, thus putting
the first spoke in our wheel . Misfortune quickly followed, "B" Squadron,
whom we had previously beaten, retaliated by scoring their first win of the
' season against us . This came as the
largest hock of all, and no doubt, sealed our fate . Next came a defeat from
''A" Squadron followed by a defeat
from " C" . Thus our hopes were doomed, and "C" Squadron stepped in as
winners, followed very closely by "A"
Squadron.
Congratulations to " C" on putting up
a very excellent show after a very
doubtful start . This tournament proved to be one of the best witnessed in
recent years . Excitement ran high
throughout the whole of the tournament, the form of the various teams
causing many upsets to the book . Every
game produced numerous thrills, and
spectators were unanimous in voting
this year's tournament as one of the
best.
Easter was well spent in the Squadron.
A Joust was held on Good Friday, commencing at Reveille with the preliminary rounds of the 6 and 11-aside Hockey
Tournament, and by the time breakfast was ready speculations were running very high as to who would eventually prove the winners in the evening.
The Squadron Football ground was
the scene of the next part of the programme, which commenced with a
Tug-of-War . This item was won by
Admin . Troop in spite of the frantic
pleadings of Sgt . Jones who was coach
for the V . B . Troop, the other finalists
The events following were the Sack
Bumping Competition, won by the
Signal Troop, the Bhistie Race won
by Tpr . Hedley with Tpr . Harper, runner-up, and the Ball Kicking Competition at chattis hung in the goal mouth.
This was won by Tpr . Strevens, he
being the only man to break a chatti.
The last item on the programme was the
Ball Dribbling Competition which was
won by the Signal Troop.
In the evening the finals at Hockey
and Football were played together with
a Tennis Tournament between the
N . C . Os . and Troopers, the latter being
narrowly won by the Troopers .
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At 7 P . M . the Squadron flocked to the
Blue Room to take part in indoor games
and indulge in the buckshee minerals
and sandwiches . This was the happy
ending to a perfect day.
On Easter Monday a Tennis Tournament was held between the Squadron
Tennis Club and the Corporals' Mess,
resulting in a narrow win for the former . Tea was provided by the Club,
and all concerned were unanimous in
voting it an enjoyable afternoon,
In April an Inter-Troop Hockey Tournament was started with "B" Squadron
for both 5 and 11 a-side teams, but this
had to be held over owing to the
Squadron ground being borrowed by
the Regiment for Inter-Squadron
matches.
The new Inter-Squadron Football
League is now in progress, the teams
consisting of non-Regimental players
only . This has affected 11 players in
R . H . Q ., so the team entered is quite a
green one, but we are hopeful of great
things from them.
In the shooting world, although very
little has happened during the past
quarter, we are able to record several
successes and congratulate Sgts . Osborne and Wass on their excellent performances in winning the Phillimore
Cup and Dewar Shield respectively.
In the Lloyd Lindsay Competition,
mentioned in the Sergeants' Mess notes
in the April Gazette, the Squadron
first and second teams tied for second
place.
Mention must be made of the Jubilee
Celebrations, which started off with a
4 A . M . Reveille for Ceremonial Parade.
The Brigade Ceremonial Parade being
over, the rest of the day was a holiday.
On the Tuesday morning the three days
Inter-Squadron Jousts started . R .H .Q.
enjoyed a good three days and proved
the winners each day . The events were
mounted sports, swimming, football,
hockey and indoor games.
We congratulate the members of the
Squadron football, hockey and swimming teams on being unbeaten, although the latter had a hard task to
beat "C" Squadron . Our indoor games
players do not appear to be up to
Regimental standard, but we can solace
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ourselves with the fact that prowess
at these sports is held to be the sign of
a mis-spent youth . The only fly in the
ointment regarding the Jubilee is that
in England the " pubs " were open
24 hours a day, and the beer 2d . a pint
throughout the week, so we really did
miss an important item
The First Hill Party returned on the
21st May and rapidly settled down to
the change in climate . The Second
Party proceeded to Dulikhet on the 23rd,
and we hope they enjoy their stay.
Swimming is taken very seriously by
R . H . Q ., as is proved by our successes
in the Inter-Troop and Inter-Squadron
Competitions, the Band taking premier
honours and the Signal Troop and
V . B . Troop taking 3rd and 4th places
respectively in the inter-Troop Competition.
This will recompense the Band for
their defeat in the Semi-Final of the
Victoria Carnival Football Cup by the
13th Platoon, K . O . S . B.
We managed to get through the 15
a-side Inter-Squadron Match with one
defeat in spite of being handicapped by
some of our best swimmers being in the
Hills.
During May the Squadron Tennis Club
held a Tournament the players being
divided into two classes, Class "A" and
Novices . The finals were played off
on the last Sunday in May, a tea being
given to all members to celebrate the
occasion.
The finalists in the Novices class were
Tprs . Neill and Taylor 35 (Ikey .) The
1st set was won by Neill 6-4), but in the
second set Ikey made a fine rally and in
spite of having to cast his right shoe,
won the set (6-4) . The last set proved
very exciting, especially when it came
to five games all and "deuce", but this
was ended by Neill putting one in
the net, thereby making Taylor Novices
Champion.
The Class "A" finalists were Tprs.
Lowe and Callaghan and these two contrived, in spite of a rapidly failing
light to give a really spectacular display
of tennis . Both men showed remarkably hard hitting powers, and the
Tournament ended by Lowe winning in
two straight sets (6-3) . This was an
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exceptionally fine performance considering he was handicapped a point each
game.
We take this opportunity of congratulating the following on their recent
promotions . L/Sgt . Jones to Sergeant,
A/Cpl . Thompson co Corporal, and Tpr.
Thorpe to L/Corporal .

In conclusion we regret to announce
that the summer has been marred by the
death of L/Cpl . Wells at Ranikhet.
In him the squadron have lost not
only a promising N . C . O . but a comrade
and a friend . We take this opportunity of offering our deepest sympathy to
his parents in their great loss.

` The Traitor".
Note :—A

"Milk Bar'' has been added to the Canteen.

Our Artist imagines the meeting of two members of a longestablished "beer school" when one has forsaken his one time
favourite beverage for Iced Milk !
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"A ' SQUADRON NOTES
This is an occasion when the artist
has the advantage over the historian
What better means could there be of
illustrating the scenic depravity of
Lucknow at this time of the year than
by pictorial illustration . How can one
describe without colour the ravages of
the Prickly Heat Fiend and the havoc
he has wrought? How can words describe the victims lying naked and prone,
in perfect alignment, with skins like a
` Blood Orange ' being systematically
scratched by the Grass Farm `Spike
Harrow ' ? How can one depict the
shadowed brow and wrinkled eye, or
the fat beads of sweat that poise for an
instant on the point of the receding
chin from whence they crash ponderously earthwards to crackle like spittle on
hot iron ? What can the inartistical
scribe do?
The commencement of last quarter
found us ruefully contemplating the
prospect of yet another summer in India.
The lessened rapidity with which instincts reacted to events was significant
of the fatalistic attitude adopted at the
approach of the warm weather . Lethargy replaced vitality and responses to
energetic indulgences became more and
more feeble . That at least was the
mental aspect ; the physical one should,
according to nature be the same, but
the record of work and sport indulged
in belies the fact .
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At the conclusion of our last notes
we mentioned our chances of winning
the Inter-Squadron Football League
which was in progress at the time . Our
great form continued well on towards
the end of the league and we certainly
looked like winning . Unfortunately
that moral and physical collapse already
referred to, loaded the foot and blinded
the eye so that "C" Squadron squeezed
us into second place by goal average.
The summer programme included
Inter-troop 5 aside Hockey, Inter-troop
and Squadron Swimming, Novices Football and numerous other athletic events.
The barracks throughout the duration
of these various sports have been alive
with steaming humanity, whilst the
javelin's swift passage through the air
has mingled melodiously with the ominous crack of hockey stick against shin
bone!
In the football we did only moderately
well, our teams, except for an occasional
hot player who somehow managed to
smuggle into a game to avoid utter defeat, were utterly novice, and the football was, as may be expected, on the
inferior side ; but the enthusiasm displayed was comparable only to a Cup
Final—a Scotch one at that!
The Hockey Tournament afforded
equal opportunities for both novice and
expert to become proficient in the art of
undercutting and "Shin Whacking".
Each Troop played fifteen hard and
vigorous matches, and the four troop
teams in the Squadron finished well
up in the league . 4th Troop are to be
congratulated upon their success in
this league, they drew on games with
the Admin Troop but lost on goal average.
The Swimming Bath, after all that
has taken place in it during the last
quarter should be referred to as the Regimental Aquarium . Porpoise shoals, flying fish, "Normandies", and the denizen
of Loch Ness have all been successfully
emulated ; demonstrations of speed and
exhibitions of aquatic subtlety have
been a mighty thrill for those who were
wise enough to witness the swimming.
The medical authorities were dubious
about the ill effects of water upon the
ears when an occasional case of deaf-
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ness was reported, but we are inclined
to believe, after having heard the howling and shrieking of our team supporters, that any damage done to the ear
drums was not so much the result of
water waves as it was of sound waves.
Congratulations are due to 1st Troop
for finishing second to the Band Team
in the Swimming League . They have
discovered some budding Weissmullers
amongst the last drafts, and with the
assistance of these experts and those
who are left from our original team, we
should produce a first class team for the
Regimental Swimming this year.
Our training hours during the last
three months have been allotted almost
entirely to the instruction of N . C . O's
and the training of recruits at Riding
School—of the sixty recruits who joined
us last trooping seasion only ten remain
to be dismissed Riding School, the remainder are now ready for the next
step towards efficiency at the hand of
our N . C . O's in Section Training which
commences in August.
The N . C . O's Cadre Class lasted for
thirteen strenuous weeks, during which
period they covered an incredible amount
of ground . Two hours in the field and
two lectures daily with weekly examinations to record their progress has produced very satisfactory results.
A very coveted Trophy was brought
home to the Squadron by the senior
N . C . O's on the occasion of the competition for the Sergeant's Mess Lloyd
Lindsay . Our team, composed of
S . S . M . Davis, S . Q . M . S . Malins, Sjts.
Shales and Noble, shot extremely well
and won the cup by a wide margin.
Jubilee week in India could never be
the riotous celebration that it was in
England . My Lord the Sun does not
permit such whole-hearted revelry, for
soon after 9-0 a . m . he enforces his climatic curfew, but for three days we
thoroughly enjoyed ourselves Jousting
with other Squadrons . We were at home
to "B" and "C" Squadrons in turn and
on the last day were entertained by "C '
Squadron . Mounted sports were held
before breakfast, whilst from 5-0 p . m.
onwards there was a continual games
tournament . Who won and who lost
the various games was a matter that

concerned only individual die-hards,
the main object being to enjoy ourselves
and in this we undoubtedly succeeded.
The events of the last quarter have
now been dealt with, and retrospect
gives place to introspection . The outlook
is quite a pleasant one, the Hill Party
is due to arrive in Lucknow one week
from now, and with those to augment
our classes we are to commmence V . B.
Gun Training. We have two months in
which to prepare our Gunners for the
Annual Course ; the majority of our old
and trained gunners left us for the U . K.
last year so we are dealing mostly with
new stock.
The whole Squadron will be required
to fire the V . B . Gun eventually and the
task of training everybody will be a
difficult one, but we have the consolation of knowing that this is one of the
most interesting items on our programme of work and in consequence can
look forward to it with keen anticipation.
For the remainder of this quarter we
are preparing our N . C . O's to instruct
the classes on the V . B . Gun, and from
then onwards we shall proceed with the
usual sequence of our yearly training
to its culmination at Regimental Camp,
at the close of which we can go through
that mechanical procedure of folding
the arms over the abdominal wall and
enjoying the satisfaction which comes
from having completed one more successful training season!

JUBILEE MEDALS.
At the Southampton office of the
Hampshire and Isle of Wight Cadet
Association, Major General Rowan
Robinson presented the King's Silver
Jubilee Medal to Colonel Manners
Wood, Deputy County Commandant in
recognition of his long service in the
Cadet movement .
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THE "B'S" BUZZ
With the advent of the warmer
weather some of the boys went holidaymaking in the Hills . The first party
have already returned looking fit and
well, and the second party are almost
due to rejoin the fold . As a result of
these summer outings we are left shorthanded and our work must obviously
be curtailed to a certain extent . The
training that has taken place has been
more or less confined to the N . C . Os.
Several map rides took place with varying results, but the improvement shown
by the younger N . C . Os . was very
gratifying and we congratulate them on
the zeal shown . A cadre class embracing the general work of the N . C . 0 . was
run and in the final examination the
premier place was gained by Cpl . Martin who was closely followed by L/Cpls.
Hempsall and Lowrey . Let us look forward to a good practical use being made
of all that was brought out during the
running of this class.
The newcomers of last trooping season appear to have settled down well to
the new conditions and many of them
are holding their own in the field of
sport ; let us hope they will do the same
during the forthcoming training season
and enhance the name of the Squadron
in work as well as play.
With the departure of Colonel Norrie
and Major Turnham from the Regiment,
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we of "B" suffer an additional blow in
losing our Squadron Leader, Major
Hutchison, who has taken over the command of the Regiment . We hope his
period of command will be a happy and
successful one and assure him that we
of "B" will actively co-operate to make
it so, as we who have served under him
know him not only as a Squadron Leader,
but as a real friend who has the welfare
of his N . C . Os . and men at heart . The
gap thus made in the Squadron enables
Captain Harvey to become our Leader
and we trust he will not regret the day
he became Squadron Leader of "B ."
Mr . Jones has left us for "R .H .Q ." and
we wish him luck in his new home . A
hearty welcome is extended to Captain
Miller who has come over from
"R .H .Q ." to become our Second-in-Command . Our good wishes for the future
to him . To Troopers Blythe, late of The
Royal Scots and McAllister, late of the
K .O .S .Bs ., a neighbouring infantry unit,
we also extend a hearty welcome and
hope that they will always be able to
look back on joining "B" as a lucky
milestone of their careers.
Among all the congratulations handed
out in our last notes, those deserved by
the racing fraternity of the Squadron
were omitted, so we take this opportunity of offering our belated " congrats" to
Mr . Jones, Lord George Scott, and
F/S/Sgt . Leggett all of whom were successful in "bringing home the bacon" at
the Lucknow Hunt Point to Point Meeting . Also to Captain Harvey for his near
success in the Pony Scurry . May they
all be winners at next year's meeting.
Our tale of woe in sporting activities
must still continue although it is tempered with some partial successes . We
improved greatly as a team at football
and were able to beat "A" when we met
them the second time . At this period
" A " appeared to have the league in
their pocket, but after this reverse they
were also beaten by "C" who finally
finished top and to whom we offer our
congratulations . In the Inter-Troop
Competition we did not fare very well,
although 4th . Troop only went down
by one goal to " C " 2 who later won the
Competition . A minor Squadron League
was run later, the players taking part
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being those who had no pretensions as
Regimental first or second eleven players.
This tournament has enabled us to find
two or three who we hope will strengthen
our team for next season, when we are
looking forward to greater success than
has lately attended our efforts.
The Inter-Troop Cricket saw all our
teams out in the first round with the
exception of 4th Troop, who won this
tournament last year . They, however,
gave a disappointing display in the final
against the Band, who filched the Trophy
from us . Two of " Ours" finished well
up in the averages of the Regimental
Cricket Team (winners of the local
league), L/Cpl . Andrews being fourth
in the batting list and Tpr . English
fourth in the bowling. May their arms
be strengthened for next season.
An Inter-Troop Hockey Tournament
was started between the Troops of
"R .H .Q ." and "B" but after a few
matches, had to be left in abeyance
owing to a Regimental five-a-side league
being run . The final placings of this
league are not yet to hand but 3rd . Troop
are fully holding their own and should
finish well up the table . Many novices at
the game took part in this tournament
and we are hoping to find new talent
among them for the Squadron Team.
Swimming is to the fore at present.
Troop teams of eight-a-side have been
opposed to each other, and Squadron
Teams of fifteen-a-side have already
met each other twice . With each team
meeting twice more we are favourably
placed, having lost two matches against
"R .H .Q ." and won our other four.
"R .H .Q ." have also lost one match so
our prospects are fairly bright.
During the quarter we have taken
part in jousts with each of the other
Squadrons . At Easter we met "C" and
after some very close contests managed
to finish with a lead of one point . Owing
to the fact that a friendly match on our
miniature Golf Course between two
" friends" of the Sergeants Mess was
won by the "C" Squadron representative they wished to claim a draw, but as
this event was not down on the programme for decision we had to render
their claim null and void . It is to be
regretted that our champions at Tilting

the Bucket did not shine in this joust so
it is as well that their names were withheld in our last issue.
The period of the King's Silver Jubilee
celebrations found each Squadron opposed in turn . The Mounted Hockey
produced many who evidently fancy
their chance as aspirants to a place in
the Westchester Cup Team, and we more
than held our own in this event, but
the indoor events found our "Champs"
out of form with the result that points
were piled up against us and we lost to
all Squadrons . Many pleasant hours
were passed however and our thanks
are due to all who aided in the organisation and running of these events, which
do much to produce friendly relations
throughout the Regiment.
Sergeant Lines has returned to the
fold from an Equitation Course at
Saugor, where he acquitted himself well.
He is now assisting the Regimental
Equitation Staff . We congratulate him
on his receiving the " pice" for his third
bar . Sergeant Hodson has been to the
Small Arms School on a course . The
result is not yet to hand but we feel
sure he has done well . The abode of
these two Sergeants is now said to
resemble a cross between a saddle room
and a musketry store but as it is so well
guarded by Ernie's dog we cannot say
if it is true or not.
Recently a competition was held in the
Regiment between the N .C .Os . This
took the form of writing an essay on
"Esprit-de-Corps ." Our budding M
acauly's finished well to the fore with
three of our N .0 Os . claiming prize
money . L/Sergt . Hall finished second
in the Sergeant's class, Cpl . Brookes
second in the Corporal ' s class while
L/Corporal Hempsall topped the list in
his class . We congratulate these N .C .Os.
on their skill with the pen and would
like to suggest that this event be included in this year's competition for the
"Old Comrades Cup ."
We are now looking forward to the return of the second Hill Party, when we
will be able to start training in real earnest ; we are looking forward to some stirring battles between the squadrons and
the various strangely named enemies we
find in our travels over the country side .
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"°C" SQUADRON NOTES.
June on the plans, they say, will find
any weak points in a man and the fact
that during this month, when the temperature soared to its highest, we had
only one man sick in hospital, gives
proof that there are not many weak
points in "C" Squadron.
Much creative work with regard to
keeping the men fit and happy has
emanated from the "Leader" in the
laboratory of the squadron office . With
the ease of a medical scientist he churns
out original suggestions with varying
degrees of success.
Among other things, Iced Tea was
tried out in the hope that the troops
would find this, more pleasing to the
palate, but the more conservative
fashion was found to be more popular.
The right kind of chattie appears to
have been discovered and a plentiful
supply of cold water is now available in
each bungalow.
Tenniquoit has been introduced on the
squadron lawns with a view to providing
sport and exercise between the times
allotted for the several games at present under Regimental administration.
In April a little diversion was created
when the Squadron turned out in practice for Internal Security -- a scheme
for maintaining law and order in the
City . To those at Home this might
conjure up visions of a majestic figure
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in blue, further adorned with helmet
and white gloves, standing at the cross
roads, representing the law of the land.
A very powerful person indeed . In
India, maintaining law and order, as far
as we are concerned, differs to the
extreme . On this occasion we got up
very early and marched as cavalry to a
spot now becoming famous as a rendezvous for local disturbance . The usual
green plot . We picquetted our horses
and then had an open air breakfast,
followed by the inevitable inquest on
the soundness of the policy . The change
of environment was much enjoyed by
all taking part.
Security has also been discussed
amongst the N . C . Os . but as a principle
of war, in the comfort of the Blue Room.
Many and varied examples of security
were propounded ranging from Boy
Scouts to Cricketers and from Chowkidars to the means of securing the
chastity of wives of the old warriors in
the Middle Ages . All examples were
considered both interesting and amusing, besides being instrumental in
illustrating the object of the discussion—
the principle of security in the field.
Excepting for a spot of Map Reading,
Riding School for recruits and remounts,
we relaxed strenuous out-door work
during June and devoted more time to
theoretical training . We were pleased
to welcome the arrival of the monsoon
on 28th June, after which we were able
to stay out a little longer in the surrounding country.
During the hot weather all training
parades are held before breakfast . This
arrangement sets free the remainder
of the forenoon for the purpose of
lectures and discussions . Many of these
have taken place in the cool and bright
surroundings of the Blue Room . The
junior N . C . Os . have done extremely
well with their little classes and have
acquired the confidence which we trust
will prove very useful in the field during
the Collective Training Season.
Recently the N . C . Os have had the
opportunity of expressing themselves in
writing and prizes have been awarded
for the best essays on "Esprit-decorps ."
All our N . C . Os . produced really good
efforts and the Squadron Leader found
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Winners of the InterSquadron League 1935.

it very difficult to select the best of
each class to forward to the Orderly
Room to be considered for the prizes.
However, essays of Sgt . Jones, Cpl.
Dunk and L/Cpl . Smith were submitted
and we were glad that two of them
were placed . Cpl . Dunk 1st and Sgt.
Jones 3rd in their respective classes.
We were surprised to find that our
Sergeants were so gifted with literary
knowledge . There must surely have
been a great struggle for supremacy
amongst them . Sjt . McMaster gave us
a stirring address rising to almost
Jubilee pitch, whilst Sjts . Shirley and
Balmford were most journalistic in
their efforts . We noticed that they
went "nap" on the latter's typewriter.
"Brusher" by the way, maintains an
elaborate system of Troop Office in his
bunk and we don't doubt that he could
quickly produce any statistics that
might be wanting in the Cavalry records office .

Some good sport and fellowship was
exercised on the 19th April when ` B"
and "C" met in friendly rivalry in the
form of a joust . Quite a variety of
games were played and all found the
troops keen and most adaptable.
Mounted Hockey, Alarm Race, Handy
Hunter, Tilting the Bucket, Sack
Jumping, Pop and Treacle Race, Bicycle
Obstacle Race, Tennis and Hockey, all
provided real fun and were played to
exciting finishes . "B" were the winners
by one point.
During the Jubilee celebrations three
days Inter-Squadron jousts were held.
The troops were delighted with a full
programme every day and full bellies
at night. "C" triumphed against "A"
and "B" squadrons and lost by two
points to "R . H . Q ."
It seems necessary in India to have as
many jousts as possible in order to
bring the men together . The barracks
being scattered over so wide an area,
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with its decentralised canteens and blue
rooms, it is quite possible for short
timers of, say, "RHQ" to serve their
period with the Regiment without
knowing many of the men in "A", "B"
or "C ." Jousts certainly provide the
means of making friends.
All things considered, the hottest
months of the long summer have passed
very pleasantly, marred only by the
death of Lord Byng and the departure
of Colonel Norrie from the Regiment.
The latter came to bid us good-bye in
the mess room and we felt that we
were not only losing an outstanding
leader but also a great friend . We
only wish to serve again under his command and trust that the future years
will bring advancement and happiness
to him and his lady.
On 1st April we were able to send
25 men to the Hills for the first of the
six-weekly reliefs . Selection had to be
made with due regard to training but
eventually the party included a sprinkling of the last season's drafts.
Dulikhet is not exactly the Queen of
Hill Stations in India, but its climate
and the immensity of its scenery are
equally exhilarating . and magnificent.
The troops returned looking remarkably
fit and well .
Mr. Malet went off with this party as
O .C . Detachment and devoted much of
his time and wisdom to their training
and general well being, with successful
results . The weight of responsibility
of his command was apparently carried
with the greatest of ease, for he re
turned looking radiantly healthy . He
must have indulged in a few of the joys
of life on the off days—perhaps nights as
well.
Mr . Palmer headed our list for the
second party who left on the 23rd May
and are due to return on 5th July.
Altogether we shall have sent up
about 60 by the end of the season,
which is quite a good percentage of the
squadron . We should like to send them
all away for a change of air, but everybody knows that in the Cavalry this is
not possible.
Mr . R . A . Archer-Shee has taken his
leave at Home, now that April's there.
We are looking forward to his return at
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the end of July, full of renewed vigour
and vitality.
As we have already observed, sport
during the past quarter has been run
under Regimental arrangements, chiefly with a view to providing intertroop matches throughout the Regiment
and thus keeping every man jack occupied . Men not normally placed in
their respective squadron teams are
therefore able to play for their troop
and it is satisfactory to know that nowa-days everybody gets a game at something.
Swimming seems to be the daily indulgence at present and a most seasonable one . In this respect a general
advance has been made throughout the
Squadron . Men who never even dreamt
that they would ever swim have now
passed the swimming test and the
several troop matches have been scenes
of enthusiasm and excitement The
Regimental bath is lit up in the evening
and remains open until 9.30 p .m.
During the past three months the men
have derived great fun from this
source.
Tprs . Prasher and Thurlwell are the
" Squadron Ducks" and are seldom out
of the water . They are by far the best
we have at present, and with those as
leading files we hope to produce a good
team for the Swimming Gala.
In spite of the time taken up for
Regimental games, we managed to run
a Squadron singles tennis tournament
on the 4th of April . This was won by
L/Cpl . Smith who would do well to take
up this game seriously and perhaps
become a class player.
April saw the close of the football
season and we are proud to mention
that "C" Squadron achieved splendid
results . Our 1st and 2nd teams won
the inter-squadron league . Well done!
both elevens
We have some infantrymen attached
to us for training just now and have
dressed them in breeches and temporarily transformed them into cavalrymen . They appear to be quite comfortable and happy with us, and, without breathing a word or showing a sign
of disloyalty to their own Regiment,
they have expressed regret at having to
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leave us next month for gravel crushing.
It has been interesting to note an
occasional Glengarry bobbing about at
Evening Stables.
It was most refreshing to see
Captain D . Dawnay back with the
Regiment again . He returned on the
4th May, completely recovered from his
polo mishap of last year and, for the
second time, has been posted to "C'
Squadron . He has lost no time in
schooling his ponies and it will be a
real treat to see him in his place once
again when the Polo Team perform in
the cold weather.
We did not allow the squadron
garden to wither away during the
destructive period of hot weather . Instead we promptly commenced digging
and transplanting and reproducing and
have laid the foundation of what we
hope will be a most orderly and enviable
show of lawns and borders . Incidentally, this also provided a hobby
for the S . S . M . in the early evenings.
By his own inclination he is a gardener
and possesses artistic imagination.
In conclusion, we have much pleasure
in congratulating the following :
S . S . M . Hart and L/Cpl . Handley on
being awarded His Majesty's Silver
Jubilee Medal.
Sjts . Balmford and Jones on their
promotion.
Tpr . White on being awarded a
" Very Good" certificate at the School of
Cookery, Poona.
Cpl . Dunk on obtaining 1st prize in
the Corporals essays.
Sjt . Jones on obtaining a place in the
Serjeants essays.

SERGEANTS' MESS NOTES.
The welcome rain having at last
arrived to gladden our eyes and cool
our bodies, the task of producing a contribution for our worthy Gazette is
rendered more congenial than it could
have been two or three weeks ago, when
the mercury hovered about in a distressing manner anywhere between 110 and
116 degrees "F".
The hot weather, however, has been
kind inasmuch that the nights have been
comparatively cool, so much so on occa-

sions that those people who sleep out of
doors have had recourse to a blanket.
That measure, by the way, was not frequent.
To hark back to the beginning of the
quarter
On Easter Monday, a Married versus
Single Joust was held, the net result
being (a) a very enjoyable day and (b)
a free show at the Talkies for the single
members.
We commenced soon after Reveille
with mounted events, Half-Section
Jumping and a Bhisti Race, both of
which were won by "single" by a
narrow margin . The Bhisti Race . in
which 4 competitors on each side had to
fill tins with water from buckets placed
a hundred yards away, on the far side
of a jump which the " bhistis", carrying their mugs, had to negotiate,
caused a lot of amusement, though it
was rather tiring for the horses and a
thirsty job for their riders.
The Miniature Range Shoot was also
won by the single members, mainly due
to the wonderful display of marksmanship put up by the Signalling Sergeant!
(A married man .)
The Miniature Golf match, Table
Tennis, Snooker, Darts and Tennis, provided only one win for the married
members and it was with great glee
that their opponents rallied in full
strength and pedalled down to town.
On Tuesday, 30th April, Colonel
Norrie invited the Mess to a farewell
gathering in the Officers' Mess Garden
at 7 p . m
After a very pleasant hour exchanging reminiscences, we listened to a short
speech from Mr . Vokins in which, on
our behalf, he bid an official " an revoir"
to the Colonel and Major Turnham and
afterwards handed them a small memento of our regard and esteem.
The Colonel and Major Turnham
thanked us all and the gathering shook
hands with them both before going
away to dinner.
A large party from the Mess assembled at the station on the morning of the
2nd May to wish them God speed and
good luck . The train bore them away
from us to the accompaniment of "Auld
Lang Syne" and our own Tenth Hussar
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cheers, such as the station roof seldom
echoes.
And so these two great friends of
ours have left us . Like our speechmaker, we refuse to regard it as
"Goodbye" but merely "Au revoir,"
because we are so certain of seeing
them at home, frequently we hope.
After the Regimental Parade on the
13th May, we were again entertained
by the officers and spent a delightful
two hours on the Mess lawn before
dinner.
During the month of May we were
pleased to have attached to us R .S .M.
Waters of the Chota Nagpur Regiment,
and in June S . Sgts . Hemsley, Aspell
and Coster, all of the Auxiliary Force
and one-time regular cavalrymen.
Coming from the backwoods of Bihar,
Assam or Bengal, they enjoy their stay
with the Regiment and we don't exactly
overwork them while they are here
During the quarter we have welcomed
back from courses of instruction, Sgt
Hodson from the Small Arms School,
Pachmarhi, Sgt . Ruff from the Army
School of Cookery, Poona, and A/SSMIF
& G . Frisby from the Army School of
Physical Training, Kasauli . They have
all done well—SSM . Frisby displayed
a darkened eye, Sgt . Ruff a wider girth
and Sgt . Hodson a superior air.
Promotion has also been amongst us,
as the Gazette will indicate We
congratulate all the recipients and in
particular S S .M . Hart on attaining
Warrant rank.
A recent Regimental Order told us
that Sgt . Cutting would be going to
the Home Establishment—3rd Cara biniers—during the next trooping season . Our only other loss will be Sgt.
Day who is going to make a start in civil
life after 21 years' service . We shall
miss both of them and the Orderly
Room will not seem complete without
"Bob" in his place, which he has occupied for so many years.
A change in Schoolmasters will take
place in July . W .O .II J . H Pickering,
A.E.C ., who has been with us for some
18 months is going to the East Surrey
Regiment, Fyzabad, and in his place
we have to welcome W .O .I . H . Fisher,
A .E .C .,
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We hope Mr . Pickering will like Fyzabad and that Mr . Fisher will find us
good company.

FIRST HILL PARTY NOTES
We of the First Hill party steamed
out of Lucknow railway station on April
Fools day en route for Dulikhet.
Attended by the usual retinue of
servants and servants' servants, who
go to make life in India so expensively
indolent, the train presented a rare
spectacle Accompanying us were six
horses, one child's pony, the Lucknow
Fox-hounds and a cage full of white
rabbits . However in spite of this
apparent overstraining of the engine,
we, the two hundred and fifty and a half
rationed souls, duly arrived at Kathgodam with but a single slight mishap.
This was brought about by some of the
Fox-hounds who apparently mistook a
gentleman in very oily dungarees at
Bareilly for one of their kennel staff;
and almost became involved with the
under carriage of a steam engine.
Even the most blase and experienced
Khud climber can surely never fail to
be impressed anew by the extraordinary
beauty and immensity of the Himalayan
foothills . Even when viewed from the
back of an Army lorry the scenery on
the Ranikhet road is unforgetable, and
it is surely a sight that will live in the
memories of even the most unimaginative of us, however sick we may have
felt when rounding the corners.
On arrival in Dulikhet, the weather
was, to say the least of it, a trifle
winterly and fires were the order of
the day . To those of us who had hitherto only seen the Indian sun in its more
angry moods . the pleasant, warming
and health-giving Hill sunshine must
have seemed a joy indeed, and our work
and lectures in the open air would have
been the delight of any director of public
hygiene.
Thanks to the early arrival of Captain
Roddick and S . Q . M . S . Garcia, we
found the barracks all ready for us and
our own particular quarters judiciously
sited plus a mess room, a privilege not
accorded to the remaining units and a
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benefit with which we were well
satisfied.
S . Q . M . S . Garcia and his small band
of helpers on the advance party must
have put in a great deal of hard labour
and we endeavoured to carry on their
good work and make the Barrack area,
in very truth, a place fit for heroes to
dwell in ; or at any rate for those following after us.
Our working activities were mostly
confined to fitting ourselves to combat
the vigours of the hot weather on our
return by deriving the maximum benefits
from an open air life.
Physical training before breakfast
was varied with athletic training and
occasional sharp games of football and
hockey . Keen rivalry was shown in the
thirty yards range competitions in which
' B' Squadron eventually carried off the
premier honours through their accurate
shooting and the fine fire control
shown by L/Cpls . Taylor and Kerrigan.
Lectures, as previously stated, were
mostly held out of doors and were the
most instructive and interesting that
we could get.
In the world of sport, we were not
outstandingly successful, but we always
managed to remember that " The Games
the Thing' and a good sporting spirit
was shown throughout by players and
spectators alike.
Our football teams all worked hard
both in practice and their matches, but
in competition play it was generally
weak finishing that let us down . In the
Detachment team L/Cpl . Evans R . A.
O . C . and Tpr . Snow both showed good
individual form.
The hockey team took some intensive
before-breakfast coaching by Mr . Malet
in a very good spirit and played through
to the final of the tournament, here we
were up against a hard hitting team
from the 7th Medium Brigade who
adapted themselves rather better to the
dusty ground than did we . They
defeated us 1-0 after a good game of
which we had more than our share, but
the slow nature of the ground and the
bustling tactics of the Gunner backs
proved too much for our forward line
who were a little apt to fiddle with the
ball within the circle . Corporals March

and Cook played well together throughout the tournament and great improvement was shown by the more
inexperienced members of the team,
noticeably Farrier Hogg.
We were glad to be able to take our
full share in celebrating His Majesty's
Silver Jubilee and although on our flat
feet, managed to hold our own on the
District Commander's parade.
We ran a shooting gallery on the
football ground at the Pagal Sports
which proved an unqualified success.
Due to the able staff work and
showmanship of the S . Q M . S ., Sgt.
Upshall and Cpl . Thompson, trade was
brisk throughout the afternoon and we
were literally turning away customers
before the evening was out . The Tat
racing was great fun and the racing
reputation of the Regiment was well
sustained by Mr . Malet and Captain
Roddick who, by dint of hard riding and
sound tactics, finished first and second
respectively in the Officers' race.
Thanks to the generosity of the P . D.
I . we were able to enjoy a slap up
supper and a visit to the pictures plus
a packet of fags all 'Baksheesh .' This
more or less rounded off our stay.
Our thanks are due to S .Q .M.S . Garcia
for the noble repast that was set before
us and indeed for all the good food
enjoyed throughout the trip.
These notes would be incomplete
wi thout mention of the good and
conscientious work done by Sgt . Upshall
whose friendly and searching eye was
upon us at work and play.
We set off down the hill on May 21st
and had our last look at the Khuds over
some char and wads at Bhowali, otherwise the journey passed off without
incident, but then as the poet said
"Faeilis descensus Averni ."
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BAND NOTES.

As we look back over the past three
months and view the various events
which have taken place, we find that
fortune has been with us in the respect
that for whatsoever we have entered
the conclusion has not found us empty
handed.
In the Hay Hockey Cup, played
during May, we defeated `C' 3 by the
odd goal in three in the final of Regimental eliminating rounds . Hard luck
`C' 3. We now await our forthcoming
battles with the outside teams in the
same tournament, and we hope that the
final result will be in our favour.
After a month's welcome leave in the
hills, we now settle down to re-acquainting ourselves with our equine
friends on the departure of the Signal
Troop to Dulikhet for the remainder of
the hot season.
While on leave at Dulikhet, our
athletes were well to the fore in the
various events in which they were able
to participate . Besides strengthening
the Detachment football and hockey
teams, who carried off the Dulikhet
Inter Detachment Football and Hockey
Cups, they were instrumental in obtaining for the Regiment two cups in the
Inter-Area Athletic Meeting.
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Or the few who were left to sweat it
out on the plains while the remainder
were sojourning in the cooler regions,
a word of praise would not be wasted.
We congratulate them on winning the
Inter Troop Swimming League.
We are pleased to hear that our
Band Master, Mr . Roberts, is enjoying
his leave in Blighty, and trust that
October will see him amongst us
again, looking fit and well after a we 11earned holiday.
From information rece i ved from
`Daddy March' and his family of boys,
who are staying at Dulikhet for the
summer season, one gathers that our
future bandsmen do not mean to leave
much to be desired, for what with a
gathering of aspiring musicians doing
their allotted period of `individual' and
trumpet practice, the alarming rise in
hospital casualties in the hills is quite
understandable.
It is rumoured that the Acting
Detachment Sergeant Major, whose
bunk is adjacent to the band room,
went into dock' to escape from the
tumult . It is pleasing to know that all
our youngsters are hale and hearty,
and we look forward to getting them
back to the fold in October.
HORSEMASTERSHIP.

A grooming course was recently held
in the Regiment for transport personnel
of neighbouring Infantry units.
At the conclusion of the course a
written examination was held and the
following are a selection of the remarks
made by the candidates.
" A horse is just like a football team.
It needs careful studying to obtain the
best results ."
"The aim of every horsemaster should
be to see that his horse is in perfect
condition and to study it, and treat it
as a pet . "
"Horses that are bashful at the water
trough should be put to drink by
themselves ."
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ARMY VOCATIONAL
TRAINING
Selecting A Trade For Civil Life
To the man who has spent a period of
service in the Army, the problem of
what to do on return to civil life is a
difficult one.
Those lucky individuals who win
sweepstakes, or marry rich widows, are
few and tar between . The big majority
have to work for a living . If, therefore, you are one of the majority, it is
essential that some thought should be
given to the selection of your occupation, because although your pal may
want to be a plumber or a carpenter it
does not follow that you should decide
to do the same . He may be fitted for
those trades—you may not be.
First, you must decide if you are
going to settle in one particular district,
or if you are prepared to move to any
part of the country to secure a job.
If circumstances compel you to settle
in a certain town or district, you must
discover what trades offer the best
prospects in that district.
A man selling roast chestnuts would
stand little chance in Hades, but an icecream vendor would make his fortune.
When on leave, discuss with your relations and pals the possibilities of the
various trades and those which offer the
best chance of employment in that locality.
The Building Trades, such as Bricklaying, Plastering, Carpentry, Painting and Plumbing, are common to all
districts, and although more work is
available in some parts of the country
than in others, the Building Trade can
be considered as offering reasonable
chances of employment anywhere.
Other trades, such as Sheet Metal Working, Welding, Cabinet Making and Upholstering, offer good employment but
are mostly confined to certain districts.
Do not make a hasty, thoughtless
choice, and do not select a trade without bothering to discover what employment that particular trade offers to you.
It would be of little use for an Eskimo
to try to sell refrigerators, and yet
many a man starts off on a job offering
very little better prospects .

Years ago, a long apprenticeship to a
trade was necessary to reach the high
standard of skill required to earn a
living at that trade, but in the present
day, with the great improvements in
tools and when so much of the skilled
work is done by machines, the standard
of hand skill required is not so great.
The difference between a good and
bad workman is due generally, not to
lack of knowledge, but to lack of interest . Select a trade that you are interested in, apply for a vocational course
and take an interest in it, and you will
find you will soon have ability, above
the normal . The employer wants the
man with that ability, and he is prepared to pay him good wages . He does
not want a dud at any price.

Chota hazri for the Band Mascot .
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Regimental Gazette.
Discharges
and
552519 Tpr .

Stone, C . G.
Stanley, J.
Thorpe, R.
Waymouth, P.

7815984 Sgt .

Daniels, C . B.

transfers to army Reserve.
Discharged from the service under
para . 370 (xvi) K . Rs ., on 11 .1 .35, is
struck off the strength accordingly.
Class "A" Invalids, Disembarked at
Southampton, ex-Nevasa, 29 .3 .35, to
( R. V . Hospital, Netley, and taken on
the strength of 4th Hussars, 30 .3 .35.
Transferred to Sec . "B" Army Reserve
on 27 .4 .35, is struck off the strength
accordingly.
Discharged the service under para . 370
(xxi) K . Rs ., on 20 .5 .35, is struck off
the strength accordingly.
Discharged the service under para . 370
(xxiii) K . Rs ., on 21 .5 .35, is struck
off the strength accordingly.
Posted to The Royals, Meerut, with
effect from 31 .3.35, is struck off the
strength accordingly.

Recruits
Ellery, A . I . J.

Attested at Sialkot on 1 .4 35 for the
Corps of Cavalry of the Line.
Posted to 10th Royal Hussars, 1 .4 35,
joined and posted to "B" Squadron on
4 .4 .35.

Blythe, J . J.

Transferred from the 2nd Bn . The
Royal Scots to 10th Royal Hussars
with effect from 1 .6 .35, is taken on
the strength and posted to "B"
Squadron.

Transfers.

Transferred from the 2nd Bn . The
King's Own Scottish Borderers to
the 10th Royal Hussars with effect
from 20 .6 .35, is taken on the strength
and posted to "B" Squadron.
Valle, D . N.
552632 Boy

Attained the age of 18 years on 23 .4 .35,
is struck off the roll of boys.
Attained the age of 18 years on 20 .5 .35,
is struck off the roll of boys.
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Promotions and Appointments .
402732

L/Cpl .

Thorpe, P.

534510

Sgt .

Hart, P.

543262
402921
316277
403483
534559

L/Sgt .
L/Cpl .
L/Sgt.
L/Cpl .
L/Cpl .

Hodson, E J.
Archer, S . H.
Lines, J.
King, T.
Verge, J.

792665

L/Cpl,

Gillespie, R.

406710
407090
406696
406777
548245
4854859
548346
316974
54381
403448
1425374
546725
402759
406524

Tpr .
Tpr .
Tpr .
Tpr .
L/Sgt
L/Cpl .
L/Sgt .
L/Cpl .
Sgt .
L/Sgt .
L/Cpl
L/Sgt
L/Cpl .
Tpr .

Thorpe, J . R
Dobbins, A.
Pyle, E.
Stringer, A.
Jones, W . R.
Thompson, W.
Noble, F.
Sandy, H.
Garcia, J.
Balmford, A
Binding, R . L.
Jones, G.
Ingram, L.
Winder, J .

Appointed Paid Lance Corporal w . e . f.
15 . 35, to complete establishment.
Promoted Warrant Officer Class II, and
Appointed S . S . M . with effect from
17 .3 .35.
Promoted Sergeant w e . f . 17 .3 .35.
Promoted Corporal w . e . f . 17.3 .35.
Appointed Paid L/Sergt . w . e . f . 17 .3 .35.
Appointed Paid L/Corpl . w . e . f . 17 .3 35.
Promoted Sergeant and appointed Band
Sergeant w . e . f . 14 .4 .35.
Appointed Paid Lance-Corpl w . e . f.
13 .4 .35.
Appointed Unpaid L/Cpls . w . e . f.
11 .5 .35.
Promoted Sergeant w . e . f . 21 .5 .35.
Promoted Corporal w e . f . 21 .5 .35.
Appointed Paid L/Sgt . w . e . f . 21 .5 .35.
Appointed Paid L/Corpl . w . e . f . 21 5 .35.
Promoted S . Q . M . S . w . e . f . 22 .5 .35.
Promoted Sergeant w . e . f . 22 .5 35.
Promoted Corporal w . e . f . 22 .5 35.
Appointed Paid L/Sgt w . e . f . 22 .5 .35.
Appointed Paid L/Cpl . w . e . f . 22 .5 .35.
Appointed Unpaid L/Cpl . w . e . f . 17 .6 .36.

Extensions of Service.
389674 R .S .M .

Vokins, G . L . . MM .

390173 Sergt .

Osborne, G . H.

7816659 Sergt .

Wormald, S . A.

534067 Tpr .

Turner, W . A .

Permitted to continue in the service
beyond 21 years for a further period
of 1 year until 2 .8 .1936.
Permitted to continue in the service
beyond 21 years for a further period
of 1 year until 31 .8 .1936.
Permitted to continue in the service
beyond 21 years for a further period
of 1 year until 20 .5 .1936.
Permitted to continue n the service
beyond 21 years for a further period
of 1 year until 12 .1 .1937.

Obituary.
The Commanding Officer deeply regrets to announce the death of the
undermentioned N . C . O . which took place in the British Military Hospital,
Ranikhet, on 10th June, 1935, from Pneumonia.
Wells, Harry.
547305 L/Cpl .
Births.
214856 Corpl . Eagleton, T . To the wife of, a son, Ronald Edward,
born at British Military Families
Hospital, Lucknow, on 27 .3 .35.
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544086 S/Sgt . Allen, S . H .
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To the wife of, a son, Richard Alfred
George, born at British Military
Families Hospital, Jutogh, on 8 .5 .35.

Medals—King's Silver Jubilee.
The undermentioned Officers, Warrant Officers, N . C . Os and Men have been
awarded the King's Silver Jubilee Medal . 1910-35 .
Lieut-Colonel C . W . M . Norrie, D S . 0 ., M . C.
Major
R . S . Turnham, O . B . E.
Lieutenant F . 0 . Mason.
G . L . Vokins, M . M.
389674 R . S . M.
4178960 Bandmaster
M . Roberts.
536024 Farr . S . Major S. C . Stratton.
534735 S . S. M.
W . N . Willis.
5A8768 S . S . M. R . I.
T. G . Guy.
393030 S . S . M.
A. G . Church ward.
B. Shepherd.
534446 S . S . M.
P . Hart.
534510 S . S . M.
S. A . Wormald.
7816659 Sergt.
G . H . Osborne.
390173 Sergt.
T. Davis.
543028 Sergt.
543091 Sergt . (ORS)
R. J . Williams.
543265 Farr . Cpl.
W . Mace.
402271 Trooper
P . Downer.
B . R . Harding.
529875 Trooper
386739 Trooper
M . J . Smith.
534067 Trooper
W . A . Turner.
544086 S/Sergt.
S. H . Allen (I . A . C . C .)
A E . Handley.
534282 L/Cpl .

551606 Tpr .

White, J.

316277 L/Sgt .

Lines, J.

402450 Tpr

Burgess, W .

Attended a Field Works Course (All
Arms) held at Roorkee from 11 .2 .35
to 2 3 35.
Attended the 2nd Selected British
Cooks Cours at the Army School of
Cookery, Poona, from 13 .3 .35 to
22 4 .35 and awarded Certificate "A"—
VERY GOOD.
Attended the Long Course at the
Equitation School, Saugor, from
15.9 .34 to 15 .5 .35, and obtained classification " Q .I ." Passed a course of
Instruction of Veterinary First Aid
and Animal Hygiene during his
attendance at the above course at
Saugor and Qualified.
Attended the 3rd Selected British Cooks
Course at the Army School of
Cookery, Poona, from 7 .5 .35 to 15 6 .35
and awarded Certificate " A" - VERY
GOOD .
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Certificates of Education.
The undermentioned N . C . Os . and men were awarded the 1st Class
Certificate of Education at an examination held at Lucknow in March, 1935.
No . 543225 Sergt . Upshall, R. C.
543213 L/Sgt . Bridge, E.
7442871 Corp] . Hall, F . W.
552600 L/CpI . Tilley, R . F (Distinguished in Maths)
552779 Tpr .

Watts, W . L.

The undermentioned N . C . Os and men passed in subjects stated against
their names, towards the 1st Class Certificate of Education —
554770 Tpr .

Loney, D .

Maths . & Map Reading.

543206 Corpl .

West, A . H .

Map Reading.

403970 L/Cpl .

Kerrigan, W .

Map Reading.

406030 Tpr .

407129 Tpr .
407194 Tpr .
406175 Tpr .
407102 Tpr .
553255 Tpr .
406187 Tpr .
405082 Tpr .
406314 Tpr .
405239 Tpr .
4534004 Tpr .
550224 Tpr .
406696 Tpr .
407176 Tpr .
554723 Boy .
553719 Boy .
317062 Tpr .
403611 Tpr .
405689 Tpr .
316930 Tpr .
3309544 Tpr .
2027107 Tpr .
554770 Tpr .

Smith, J .

Barber, R . W.
Biggs, C . A.
Cawthorne, J.
Clarke, G . E.
Jacobs, A . N.
Jex, F. E.
Kerr, A.
Laney, W . A.
Mailer, J.
Melling, J .
McCulloch, P .
Pyle, E . J .
Read, D . F .
Clapson, C F.
Smith, S . T.
Grice, E.
Holmes, J . J.
Prasher, S.
Raistrick, J.
Urquhart, N.
Wilson, J . A.
Loney, D .

Awarded the 2nd Class Certificate of
Education at an examination held at
Lucknow on 21st and 22nd January,
1935.

I

Awarded Second Class Certificates of
Education at an examination held at
Lucknow on 25th, 26th and 27th
March, 1935.

THE X ROYAL HUSSARS GAZETTE
We beg to acknowledge receipt of the
following journals :
The White Lancer.
The Eagle.
The Journal of the 13th/18th Hussars.
The Outpost.
It is regretted that journals of other
units cannot be acknowledged unless
sent to the Editor.
*
*
We beg to bring to the notice of our readers the
list of staff and addresses, etc.
Editor:
LIEUT . J W . MALET.
Assistant Editor:
S . S . M . W N . WILLIS.
Hon . Secretary and Treasurer:
LIEUT & QR-Mr . F . O . MASON.
Advertising Agent:
S .S .M . S A . WORMALD.
Regimental Association,
MR . SMEED,
81 Scott Ellis Gardens,
St . Johns Wood, LONDON.
Printers:
THE LUCKNOW PUBLISHING HOUSE, LUCKNOW
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Bankers (Home):
LLOYDS BANK, 6, PALL MALL LONDON
S . W . 1.
Photographers,
THE ARMY ART STUDIO.
Lucknow.
The rates of subscriptions to the
Regimental GAZETTE are as follows:-For
For
12 months one copy
£ s . d.
s . d.
Officers
1 1 0
Past and Present N .C . Os.
and Men
.. 0 4 0
10
1 3
If sent by Post
.. 0 5 0
0
6
6
1 8
Other Subscribers
..
All literary contributions and enquiries should
be sent to :
THE EDITOR, THE X ROYAL HUSSARS
GAZETTE, CAMPBELL BARRACKS, LUCKNOW,
INDIA, U . P.
All cheques . etc ., should be made payable and
sent to :
THE HON . SEC. AND TREASURER, THE
X
ROYAL HUSSARS GAZETTE, CAMPBELL BARRACKS, LUCKNOW, INDIA, U . P.

The Editor cannot be held responsible
for the opinions expressed by literary
contributors.

THE ROYAL SOLDIERS' DAUGHTERS' HOME
HAMPSTEAD
INSTITUTED 1855
INCORPORATED 1923
For the Maintenance, Clothing and Education of Daughters of Soldiers (whether Orphans or not)
Patrons :
H . M . THE QUEEN.

H . M . THE KING

President and Patrons :
FIELD-MARSHAL H . R . H . THE DUKE OF CONNAUGHT, K .G.
Vice-President :
GENERAL THE RT . HON . SIR NEVILLE LYTTELTON G .C .B ., G .C .V .O.
Chairman :
FIELD-MARSHAL SIR CLAUD JACOB, G .C .B , G .C .S .I . . K.C.M.G.
Vice-Chairman :
LT .-GENERAL SIR GEORGE MACMUNN, K .C .B ., K .C .S .I ., D.S .O.
Secretary
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The Children are trained for domestic service and in special cases as
School Teachers and for Trades.
Admission between the ages of six and eleven by approval of Committee . Age of departure seventeen, when they are guaranteed suitable
employment and supplied with a complete outfit.
Subscriptions and Donations thankfully received by the Hon . Treasurer, LLOYDS BANK LTD .,
6, Pall Mall or by the Secretary.
Full particulars may be obtained from the Secretary, 65, Rosalyn Hill, LONDON, N . W. 3.
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